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NEW YORK SUGAR MARKET.---Regarding raws, Willett & 
Gray state: Owing to an increased demand for refineil., the 
raw sugar market finall~y turned during the week under review 
in favor of sellers and a very large business was done in cen-
trifugals, mainly at ~~c. for 96° test. These transactions de-
cided the mm-ket to have an upward instead of a downward 
trend and now sellers are confidently looking for some further 
advance in prices in the not distant future. Sugars arc cer-
tainly on a low level, and some things are occurring which may 
help to place them on a rather higher basis. 
1.'he total receipts at the Cuban Shipping ports were 5,000 
tons, exports 11,OUO tons. The crop estimates now reach 800,-
000 tons. There arE' only two estates grinding. 1.'he total 
stocks left are 382,000 tons, against 121,000 tons last ~year. Of 
the 382,000 tons, fully 152,000 tons will be shipped during this 
and next month, so that by the first of September there will 
be little m01'(, than 200,UOO tons left and probably not over 
100,000 tons will be offered for sale to the united States for 
the balance of the year. 
1.'he coming crop in Cuba may be much less than the present 
one, unless more attention is given to the cane fields, but much, 
also, depends on the weather which so far is favorable. The 
cane fields are receiving very little attention, owing to plant-
er~' lack of money.-Czarn('kow, July 24_ 
Tbe Pnivel'sity of California has just issued a pamphlet on 
Citrus Fruit CultUl'e, covering 4G pages, giving the names of 
the best Yal'ieties of oranges, the best mode of cultivation, 
pruning. irrigation, and pointing out the diseases that the trees 
are liable to. with the best tested remedies for such, etc_, etc. 
lt is an up-to-date l'eferenee book, and should be in the hands 
of every one interested in the cultme of oranges 01' lemons. It 
can be harl by application to the Ag. Ex. Station, College of 
Agriculture, Unive1';;it~, of Califol'nia. In a futUl'e number we 
shall make wme extracts from it. 
IXDU"lTHlAL EDucA'l'IO:\.-The way that the average Ameri-
can eatches on to educational ideas, and especially such as 
lJl'omise lncratin: l'durns, is very interesting, if not amllsing. 
\Ve now find that the FniYf~rsity qf Illinois 11a8 established 
a com'se in stock judging. 1.'11i8 com'se has been established 
only three years and there <1l'e. now more than 300 students 
taking it. It is very popular. because it leads diredly to em-
ploynwnt at milch more than ~werage salaries, some of the 
graduates. after taking a C0urse of hut nine months' dUl':ltioll, 
secUl'ing places as cattle bnyeL's at the stock yards and (~lse­
where at '.;nlaJ'ies ranging from ~~.OOO to $3.000 pel' year. It is 
just ~mdl work as this that is being done all along the line by 
our lllany eXf:cllcnt industrial colleges. The promising stud-
, 
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ents in all these schools can readily secure lucrative employ-
ment the moment they graduate.-La. Planter. 
Life in the tropics is often rendered irksome, irritating and 
prostrating by undertaking to do as much and more laborious 
work than is expected of a per'son in cooler climates, where 
bracing air and encouraging sUl'l'oundingR irnpm·t strength for 
daily aetive service. Yet, under favorable conditions a person 
may labor actively and live as long on Hawaii nei, and be able 
to perform as continuous service as in allY cooler climate, The 
writer of these lines has spent over fifty years of actiye st~l'\'ice 
on these islands, enjoying during that period as good and per· 
haps better health than he could have had on any part of the 
mainland-n<'ver having had seriom; illness suffieiE'nt to intel'-
fere with daily work. And there arl~ ]ll'obably thousands of 
others to whom the same remark Jllay apply. Here are fine" 
schools, churches and literary institutions, liberally supported, 
asylums and comfortable homes fOl' aged and intirm Hawaii-
ans. 'I.'he publie buildings are substantial, and the burden of 
govel'llment not onerous on any inhabitant. 
vVhile sugar is unquestionably the great source of wealth, 
its benefits aee dishibuted among all <:lasses. ~o one, native 
01' foreign need be in want, if he makes good use of the priv-
ileges offered him. Ou this and other islands of the group, 
nature has stored an inexhaustible supply of water to meet the 
daily wants of the population. Some may be more fayored 
with abundant rains, and on this account be betta' fitted for 
many purposes, but all possess adyantnges for industrial pur· 
suits. 'rIwI'e is room for- a larger indu~trial popUlation, and 
this will no doubt be attracted as the YE"aI's roll b~·. For those 
who have sp(~nt their lives whel'e mother earth dispenses her 
bounties sparingly, or where tIl(' enjoyment of tIl(> most pel" 
fect day may be suddenly followed hy ('hilling blasts from the 
north, Hawaii offers a eJimate of prqwtual summel', and ~i. fi<~ld 
for raising tl'opical frnit8 that are always sought hel'e and 
abroad. In Europe and lJeJ'hap~ Am('riea also, the demand for 
sueh ft'uits is changable, but still in('rensing, and there is al· 
ways a fail' demand. For instanee, take bananas nnd oranges, 
for whieh there is always ready sal\~, thl't'e is now an extra· 
ordinal'y demand in Europe and a large order is being filled by 
Jamaie;t as is shown in the following extrad: 
"'l'hr Jamaiea GI('aner si"atl's that th(~ exports of bananas 
from Jamaica alone for the eUITent year will amount to a total 
of oyer ten millions of bunehes-the ~reatest expOl'i on record. 
'rhe returIJS are compiled ac{'ording II) the computation of the 
companies, so that hyo slllall bnnehes are ('ounted as one 
bunch. The total number of actual bUl1ehes therefol'P gr·_'atl.Y 
cxeecds tl'Il millions. 'rIw JH'ospt'ds for the ero]l of ballanas 
are I~xedlent, and during the finan('inl year, ending )[art'lt, 
1!l08, this Y<':lI"S total will probably be Inl'g(~ly exet'{'de(l. A 
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''Well-known official, who is concerned in the compilation of the 
'statistics, has stated that he expected the total at the end of 
:next March would be over twel ve millions of bunches." 
Our readers will s€'e from this extract what an enormous 
trade has been created in this fruit to supply the English and 
.European d€'mand. 'fhe vessels engaged in the trade are said 
io be built for and owned by the banana companies, which 
'enables the tJ'Udel's to deliver the fruit at cost prices, and 
-when€'ver wanted, 
In this connection the following from the American Grocer 
{)f New York is interesting: "Replying to an inquiry as to 
when the first bananas can1€' to New York, we would say it was 
in the year 1804, when a small consi~'l1mE-nt of thirty bunches 
came to this city in the schooner "Reynard" (Capt. John N. 
Chester, of Brooklyn, N. Y.). On the yoyage to this city the 
captain fell ill with three French frigates in company, on one 
of which was Jerome Bonaparte, then on his way to Baltimore 
to nuu'J'y ?lnss Patterson, who su.bsequently became his wife. 
On l€'al'ning' the object of his visit to this country, Capt. Ches-
ier presented Bonaparte with a bunch of bananas and some 
plantains, which ,vere thankfully T'eceiYed by that distin-
guished personage. The baJanee of 1.he fruit, on its arrival 
there, was purchased by one Anthony Crappan, a fruit dealer 
in thE' old Fish Market, then at the foot of Maiden lane. FroTll 
that time nntil 1.830 sTllall consignments of bananas were re-
eeiw·d frol11 Cuba, when a schooM~r 'was chartered by John T. 
Pearsall to tl'ansllort to New York 1he first cargo of bananas 
,ever imported under the deck of a ve:'sel from Cuba. 'fhe 
em'go consistt,d of 1.,500 bUllchel'! of red bananas and 20,000 
·I.'ocoanub;, which fairly glutted the New York lUaI'ket. :FrolU 
tbis small beginning the banana industry has grown to such 
proportions that it is not unusual fol' two or three cm'gops of 
ZO,O()O bunehes each of bananas to be disposed of there Ul the 
present time in a single day. 
----:0:----
THE Sl'GAN INDUS'l'NY OP PORTO RICO. 
By R. A. l\ladie. 
Tn view of so man,), advantages, it may be asked why the 
sugar industry of the'Island is not DOW more prosperous and 
more highly deYl~loppd than is the case. 
'fhe rpply to thh.; f1upstion is that it is ath'ibutahle to want 
of lUodern llH-thorls and applianees, and lack of capital to pur-
ehase up-to-date Blat'hinel',\' and fertilizt:rs, and all that goes to 
make a fil'st class estahlishment. 
HINTS '1'0 PLAN'fEUS AND MILL MEN. 
Starved lands can no more produee heavy crops than a 
:stal'Yt'd horse ean bp:ll' heavy loaos, 
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A three roller mill that will break under a pressure of 250 
tons cannot extl'act the amonnt of juice that a nine roller mill 
t~onstructed to withstand a pI'essure of 500 tons will obtain if 
properly handled. 
Although there are SOllle modern mills doing good work ill' 
Porto Rico, the gelH.'l'ulit;y of the oldE:r ones are not capable of 
l'xtraetinp; mOl'(,- than 60;~ of juice ~m the weight of cane, and: 
many not even that. 
In more advanced eountries, by the use of nine l'ol1er mills, 
from 80 to 8,t:-' of jniee is obtained, without any increase of 
operating expenses, flIld 70 to 7~.~ by six roller mills and mas-
l:eration. 
Juice that is cooked in cauldruns over fires, or exposed for-
!lours to high temperatures, in antiquutfd clarifying and evap-
orating appliancE'S. yields neither the same quantity, nor the-
:;ariv: tplUlity of sugar that tIl(> same juice would do if treated 
by the Dpming system of clarification and concentrated in 
Lillie Evapol'utOl'S, whereby the dm'ation of these operations. 
is reduced frllm hOlll'S to minutes. 
Fuel economy also has to be looked to, and such appliances,. 
hoilers, fwd £m'nacps adopted, as have by their use in other 
(:ountries dispensed ,yUh the use of any other fuel besides the-
hagasse or refuse of the eane, cyen while admitting of liheral. 
nse of "lll~'_sceratioll ,vatcr" tl' increase the juice extraction at_ 
the mills. 'rhere is further unsUI'passed abundant water power-
on the Island which might advantageously be utilized as a 
motive power. 
The sum of all these points of inferiorit~· amounts to this:-
That the average Porto Rican planter only gets from 6;6 to 7;6 
:)f sugar from hi!:> cane, and 1} to 3 tOD!:> of ~mgar per acre, wllile· 
advanced p1'odncers on the Hawaiian Islands a1'e getting 12%· 
to 15,% from the cane. and 6 to 12 tons of sugar per acre. 
I~et it not be thought that these comparisons l'efiC'd any dis-· 
credit on the Porto Rican planter, by no means. Porto Rieo till 
a few month~ ago was struggling without any protection in-
almost hopeless competition with European beet-root sngar, 
which, by the aid of hounties from the treasuries of French, 
(Jerman and other gOYl'l'uments, is sold below the cost of pro-
duction. 
That the sngar industry has survived such competition here-
hetter than iII any of the othel' 'Vest Indian Islands, as has: 
been the case, prows both the: lJatural advantages that exist, 
and the energy and skill of tlw planters who, with poor appli-
ance;.;, han' been ahle to maintain so unequal a contest. 
Happily a llew era has been entered upon and capital judi-
dOllSly invested in lund and up-to-date machinery for the pro-
lludion of sugar lllay be depl!IICied 011 to give a good return.-
P01'to Rico Ag. 
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WA'l'EN-HOLDTNG POWER. AND IRRIG.4.TION OF HA· 
WAIIAN SOTLS. 
THE APPLICATION OJ.' N.lTRA.'1'E OF' SODA. 
"fHl!} ACOUMU£A.'l'JON OF SAL'r IN HA.1VAIIAN SOILS. 
By .T. T. Crawley. 
In this and the following articles I wish to record some .in-
teresting results of experiments recently conducted for several 
plantations. The experiments were conducted primarily with 
a view to obtaining definite results on the action of certain fer-
tilizers in the soil, but they have yielded facts on other ques-
tions no less important. 
How much of the wat('r appli(~d to it in irrigat~on do('s the 
soil tak(' up and how much goe~ to waste'? This is one of the 
most important questions to the irrigated plantations; millions 
of dollars hav(' been invested in pumps, and more millions of 
dollarR ar(' spent from yeaI' to year in maintaining these pump-
ing outfits, and for the fu('l consumed. In fact the water is 
1he mo!';t vital queslion that the manager of an irrigated plan-
tation has to d('al with. It is a well-known fact that different 
ldnds of sedls will hold different amounts of water. There is a 
l)oint of saturation for each soil, beyond which it refuses tv 
absorb water further'. All of the (~x'cess applied beyond this 
will eitlwl' run off the sUl'fac'e ')1' run through the soil. Almost 
all Hawaiian soils have good drainage, the sub-soil is porous 
and it is an easy matter for the excess of water to pass down-
wards, In many of the older ('ouub-ies there is a hard pan of 
day 01' lime in the sub-soil which prevents drainage and such 
$oils will retain all the water in the surface soil, and become 
water-logged, but Hawaiian soils have very little pure clay 
sub-soil. and a real hard pan is l'arel~r met with, 
In thr rppol't of the Hawaiian Experiment Station for 1896, 
Dr. Maxwell g-ives the water-holding power of many Hawaiian 
~oils ranging from :n.8;l to SH.rW, This means that if these 
soils be pedeetly dry they will absorb about 400,680 and 1,694,-
H40 gallons of water respectively to the depth of three feet. 
'l'hese results were obtained by taking a sample of the soil to 
the laboratory, saturating !t and determining the moishu·c con-
tent. Hut the absorptiw power of a soil freely pulverized is 
"ery different fl'om that of the same soil in the field. In the 
field, unless it has been recently plowed it is hard and compact, 
the pores are small and the soil will take up very much less 
wate!'. Following are compal'ative results of soils saturated 
in In bOl'atory and sat mated in tlIP field; 
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No. 1. 
No.2. 
No.3. 
No.4. 
No.5. 
No.G. 
No.7. 
Saturated after Saturated 
digging up. in the field. 
Per cent Water. Per cent Water. 
Roil from Kahuku 
Soil from Kahuku 
Red soil from Honolulu 
Plantation ........ . 
Soil from the Hawaiian 
Exp. Station ....... . 
Red soil from Me Hryde 
Plantation ... '" ... 
Yellow soil from Me· 
Bryde Plantation .. , 
Soil from grass lawn ., 
:.n.95 
:'~5. SD 
~3.20 
05.1 
39.D 
M.35 
33.36 
25.8 
28.0 
28.21 
24.54 
29.61 
27.09 
22.87 
Man~' other like results were obtained but these will suffice 
to show that in order to obtain the alllount of water that any 
given soil will take up it must be saturated in the field, and that 
tbe results as given by the Experiment Station cannot be used 
as a basis for any discussion of irrigation all. tbe plantations. 
Again. a freshly plowed field, as all irrigators know, will abo 
sorb mOl'e water than OIle upon which cane is growing, and a 
field upon wbich plant canE' is growing will absorb more water 
tban the same field npon which ntttoon canE' is growing, since 
the latter has become bard and compact. 
The following method was adopted for the purpose of de· 
termining the amount of water that tb(' soil is taking up dur-
ing an irrigation, and how much is going to waste: From the 
field being irrigated a sample of soil was taken just in front of 
the il'rig:ator and tbemoisture found by laboratory test. FOlU' 
01' five hours after the irrigation a gample was taken from the 
same spot. by which tillle all the water that the soil had not 
abso.rbed had passed off. A moisture test of this was taken 
and the> difference between the moisture content before and 
after irrigation is the amount that the soil has taken up. Now 
taking ;l,SSS,OOO pounds as the weight of an acre of soil to the 
depth of one foot-which is very close to the correct figure--
we find that each pel' cent of moisture absorbed represents 
9,120 gallons of v"ater that the first two feet of soil has 
absorbed. 
The following table is made np from examJ>les taken from a 
number of fields from several plautations. 
'rABLE SHOWIXG 'l'HE AlIlOUXT OF WATER ABSORBED BY THE FIRST 
'1''''0 FElDT OF SOIL DUHI:\G ntRIGA'rION. 
No. 1. Hl>d soil 
No.2. nark soil 
No.3. Dark soil ... 
Per cent Per cent absorbed. 
of mOisture of moisture 
before ilTigation. after Irrigation. Gallons water 
2:~.;j 2;j . 8 20,97G 
27 .7 30 . :~G 24,25D 
2:~ . S 28.8 45,GOO 
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Per cent Per cent 
of moisture of moisture Gallons \Yater 
before irrigation. after irriga'tion. absorbed. 
No.4. 9 months oid 
plant cane. 19.3 25.4 55,632 
No.5. Red soil 18.4 28.6 93,240 
No. 6. Red soil 23.3 32.3 91,200 
No.7. Red soil 20.0 28.4 76,608 
No.8. Red soil 27.3 28.21 8,299 
No.9. Red soil 26.12 29.61 31,828 
No. 10. Red !'1oil " . ;~2.2 38.1 5:3,:0:;08 
No. 11.. Yellow soil . 27.09 27.92 7,539 
No. 12. Red soil ... 21.2 3? ? .:J • .:J 100,320 
An avel'age irrigation is probably in the neighborhood of 
100,000 gallons, and froni the foregoing figures it is seen that 
a great deal of this is going through the soil, and that as a rule 
a great deal more water is applied than the soil can possibly 
take up. ' 
An absolutp proof of the foregoing propositions is furnished 
by the tests of the amount of salt in the soil of those planta-
tions using water that is at all brackish. This was suggested 
by MI'. Charl(;s F, Eckart in the report of the committee on 
fertilization t.o the Hawaiian Sugar Planter's Association for 
1901. If all the salt in irrigation water, containing say 50 
grains per gallon, werE' to remain in the surface soil it would 
accumulate to such an extent during two or three years as to 
ruin the soil for sugar growing. But the salt is not accumulat-
ing to any great extent, as I shall show in report of the salt 
content, it follows that it is being washed out. But to be 
washed out there mnst be an excess of water used, as the salt 
cannot otherwise disappear. 
A PnoPosED METHOD FOR THE CO:\TIWL Ol~ InmGATIO~.---'The 
following method, simple and inexpensive, is suggeste(l for the 
control of irrigation with the belief that it would prove of 
great value to the plantations. Have Hamples of soils of dif-
ferent fields taken about five hours after irrigation to deter-
mine the absorptive power of the soil. Before irrigation take 
like samples and the difference ill moisture multiplied by 9,120 
will give the number of gallons /)f water that the soil will take 
up for the first two feet, and let the irrigator be governed 
accordingly. Not that he can measure the exact number of 
gallons required, bnt it will show him whether a small or 
heavy irrigation is required. It is manifestly wrong to give a 
field that can only ~bsol'b 30,000 gallons as mueh as another 
that ean n.bsorb 100,000. .A Halt estimation occasionally will 
show when a larp;e irrigation is I'cquired to wash out the salt. 
These estimations are vpry simple and ean be made rapidly, 
and it would s('em that tIl(' immense expense of the water 
would justify thl' trouble. 
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It has b(~en said by scientific men t.hat when a soil contains 
fiO~ of the total moisture that it can hold that it is then in t.he 
best condition for plant growth; but I do not believe this to be 
true with regard to sugar can~. This plant requires a great 
deal of wate!.', and my observations have shown me that it 
grows best in a soil that is at or near the saturation p()int. 
'1'his explain~ the practice of plantation managers irrigating 
many fields that are almost saturated, as can be seen by refer-
ence to the above table. But a very small irrigation under 
these circnmstances will do as much good as a large one, and 
this indicates that frequent small il'l'igations off(:r the best 
eouditions fOl- sugar fErowing. 
'rIlE Al'PLICA'rION 01" NI'rHA'l.'E OF SODA. 
A very large amount of nitrate of soda is nsed, especially 
on the irrigated plantations, and with resnlts of a very great 
increase in the yield of sugar. The use of this article is increas-
ing and it be(~omes very d~sirable to consider the best method 
of applieation. 
Attention has been called so many times to the danger of 
10RS of this fertilizer when its application is followed either by 
a large rainfall or a heavy il'dgation, that it should be well 
ull(J.erstood by everyone. 1 have r'ecently made some very eare-
ful tests to find the amount of nitrate remaining in the sUl'faee 
soil after un irrig-ation and these tests amply confirm every-
thing that has been written. It is very soluble in water and, 
unlike potash, ammonia and phosphoric acid, it is not fixed by 
soil. It goes wherever the water goes and 1 have found it far 
below the surface the day aftei' applying it. This makes the 
question of irrigation and a_pplication of nitrate dependent up-
on each other, and emphasizes the importance of knowing how 
much of the irrigation water the soil is absorbing. In the case 
where the nitrate is foun(l far below the surface on the day 
following its appli(~ation, thE: soil waf:; practicall,\' saturated 
before irrigation. In ordinary cases the soil is far from being 
satmated and will hold proportionally more of the nitrate. 
During very dry wea.ther when the soil becomes comparatively 
dry before irrigation the danger from loss of this substance is 
probably not very great, as it absorbs a large amount of the 
water, but it must be remembe!'l:,d that (·nough water is put on 
the fields to pl'eyent the accumulation of salt, and nitrate is 
quite as easily washed out of the soil as is the salt. 
'1'hree 11l1lldred ponnds nitrate of soda pel' acre was applied 
to a field, samples of soil to the depth of two feet having been 
taken prior to irrigation and application of nitrate in order 
to correct for the amount of nitrates already present in the 
soil. The plat experimented upon was divided into two parts, 
to one of which the nih'ate was applied priOl' to irrigation and 
to th(> other aftcr irrigation. Seventeen bours after irrigation 
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new samples of the soil were taken and the nitrates deter-
mined. The following results were obtained: 
Nitrate in the original soil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .000375% 
(1) nitrate applied before irrigation, sample taken to 
the depth of six inches ........... . . . . . . . . . . .. .0075 % 
(2) nitrate applied after irrigation, tlample taken to 
the depth of six inches ..................... " .09:37 % 
'When nitrate was applied after irrigation there were tw.elve 
. times as much nitrate in the first six inches of soil than when 
applird before the irrigation. In the above case a considerable 
quantity of nitrate of soda was lost through irrigation after 
putting on the nitrate, but practically all remained in the first 
six inches of soil, when it was applied after irrigation. 
It cannot be quest ion but that nitrate of soda is a very valu-
ahle fertilizer, and it is gt'owing in favor, but it is expensive 
and every prf'caution should be taken to retain it near the 
roots of the plants, and with this end in view, it is suggested 
that it be applied after irrigation, and not before, as is the 
present practice. 'fhe plant will thus have a longer time to 
make use of it before the water washes it away from the roots. 
'THE AC'Cl);.\lUL,\'l'IOX OF SALT IN HA WAlIAI' SOILS. 
Fenr has heen expressed by many that the continual pump-
ing of hrackish water on the cane l1elds would I'esult in such 
an a(:cumulation of salt in the soil as to render it unfit for the 
growing of sngar. Sueh would he the case were all the salt to 
remain in the surface soil. For instance the danger point for 
salt in sugar soils is probably about .2% salt, or say 15,200 
pounds salt per acre to the dept.h of two feet. Now water con-
taining 55 to GO grains salt per gallon, which is considered 
quite safe fol' irrigation purposes, would add to the soil in the 
neighborhood of 40,000 pounds of salt in one year, or far more 
than is necessary to ruin the land. Taking the number of 
years that some of the plantations have been. in operation and 
we see what an enormous amount of salt would have b~n 
tldded to tllE' soil by the present time. In almost all cases 
where samplps 'were taken for the moisture tests for determin-
ing the al'sol'ptiYe power of the SQils a test of the salt was 
made in the same sample. In all of these cases I have found 
but one case where there was any harmful accuIllulation. Be-
low are detailed SOllle of t.hese resu Its: 
A. Salt in water of irrig-ation ................. 12 per cent. 
Salt in the soil ,vater ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .~5 " " 
It Salt in water of irrigation ................. ~ " " 
Salt in tIle soil 'vnter .... .............. ... 2 " " 
C. Ralt in water of il'rigntion '" . . . . . . . . . . . .. .012" " 
Salt in the soil water ..................... 0:33" " 
Thesp examples might be multiplied, but the above will show 
that there is heing "Cl'Y little accumulation of salt ill Hawaiian 
il'l'igatrd soils, and that the dang-PI' from this source is very 
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small. The salt must therefore be washed constantly into the 
sub-soil. The heavy rains in the winter tend to flush the soils 
and wash out 'the salt, but as long as an excess of water is 
used in irr'igation, which is the rule almost without exception, 
the soils will remain comparatively free of this substance. 
V,Thenever it is feared that salt is accumulating, a few heavy 
irrigations willrcmedy the evil, provided that the water itself 
be comparutiwly sweet. In faet I am persuaded that the only 
thing that saves many of our soils is the excessive irrigation, 
and strange to say land irrigated with brackish water needs 
more frequent and heavier irrigations than where fresh water 
is used. The reasons for this is that the heavy irrig:dions wash 
out the salt, and frequent irrigations prevent the s81t water in 
the soil from eoncentrating through evaporation to any harm-
ful extent. 
ThIs f'mphasizes the point already made that the irrigations, 
generally speaking, are too heavy, for, as a rule, as much water 
is used on plantations having perfeetly ~weet water as on plan-
tations using slightly brackish water. In the latter case an 
occasianal heavy ,vashing will do the soil good, but in the 
former case theN' can nothing bl~ said in its favor. 
----:0:----
ORA.VUE CUL'l'Ulll!], PICItING .4.ND PA_CKING IN 
J A.11f .ft lC A.. 
In approaching the sub.iect .)f orange culture, pieking and 
packing for shipment, it is witl1 no desire on my part to pose 
as an authority on the question, 01' to pit my opinion against 
those of the expel'ienced planter to whom a knowledge of fruit 
growing and handling rightly belong's, but, having lived for 
many years in one of the finest fruit-producing parishes in the 
Islaud, and being impl'esRed with the importance of the in· 
dustl'Y, ano the necessity for its development being placed on 
a sonnd and permanent basis, I have been led for some time 
past to take a personal int(>rest in the matter, and to do what 
little I can to secure this much·to-be-desired end. For while 
we ma~' all be agreed that sugar must ever remain the staple 
product of the colony, and that in its revival, by means of 
rensonable preferential concessions on the part of the Imperial 
GoYernment, and the esta hlishment of Central Factories, lies 
the only hope for Jamaiea's future prosperity, we must not lose 
sight of the fact that hundreds of our people depend on the 
frequ(>nt visitg of the fruit steamers to our shores, whereby to 
r<.>ali7.e a little ready money to meet their most pressing needs 
and the call of the tax coBedoI'. 
Hitliprto, our fruit shipping experiences have b(>en confined 
chiefly to the compal'atiyel~' neat' markets of the United States 
and Cauada. The short s(>a voyage and the expeditious transit 
of OUI' oranges to these e01JntI'ies have in some measure obyiat-
ed the necessity for very sppcial ('are in handling and packing, 
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although we have seen, mor(> than once, hundreds of 'barrels of 
Jamaica oranges in an unsaleable condition on the wharves of 
New York through careless packing, while everywhere we 
heard grocers complaining that, even if our fruit arrived sound, 
the unattractive app~arancp. of our packages and the slovenly 
method of putting np the fruit, adopted by us, precluded the 
possihility of our oranges ever taking rank with the Florida 
and Californian products until we were persuaded to bestow 
more time and care in prepul'ing them for the market. 
THE PnOBLElII.-But now, gentlemen, we are face to face 
with the problem of how to pick and pack our oranges so as to 
carry successfully more than tbl'ee times the distance to the 
States and a voyage of twelve to fOlll'tel:'n days instead of fonl' 
or five; for tIl(' markets of the Mother Country are now open to 
us by the inauguration of the Direct Line of spedally fitted 
steamers. affording facilities for shipping fruit to England 
never offered to us oefo1'e, while we have practically the field 
to ourselves until much later. Could we but place our fruit / 
in good condition at Covent Garden now, high pl'ices conld be 
assured, for our Jamaica oranges for quality have no peer, and 
the fault is our own that their reputation in England is not 
better than it is. In confirmation of this statement permit me 
to quote from a letter received by last mail from a Jarge fruit-
dealer in Liyprpool. He writes:-'"\Ve have been badly ill need 
of oranges for the last three months, and will be for some time 
to come. Barrels from Jamaica turn out very wasty, but we 
may hope for better packages in future. 'Vith you, I sincel'ely 
trust~ the prosperity of Jamaica will, in neal' future, greatly 
imp1'ove, but I also know this improv('ment can (.nly be ac-
complished by diligent and persev(>ring energy on both sides of 
the Atlamic." The diiliculties are many, but they are not in-
snrmountablf>. and as the Italian, Sicilian and Spanish orange 
packers contf:nd successfully with a. long sea voyage ar.d ex-
hemes of temperature, so can we; and it might be well for us 
to review l.ll'iefiy the methods, adoptl~d by them, whit'h have re-
sulted in bringing vast wealth to :Messina and Palermo, 'while 
whole citif's havp sprung Hp om the East coast of Spain during 
the vast thirty or fOl,ty years, as the result of an Ol'ange indus-
try conducted on business principles. Under orders from Mr. 
A. L .• Tones, it was my privilege to spend some three weeks in 
Spain, my instructions being to visit Haly, Sicily, Algiers or 
whereYl:T else I would be likely to gain information that might 
he of vahl(> to the orunge shippers of Jamaica, On reaching 
Valeneia, I learned that the season had practically closed fur-
ther East. so dete1'lllined to confine my investigations to the 
region within a couple of hundred miles of Valencia, where 
three 01' foul' weeks still rpmained before the crop would be 
finished. l\Iy first visit was to the orange groves~ or orchards, 
of Bnrianl1a, accompanied by nn interprete~' and guide pro-
vided by Messrs, Reis Bros., a firlll of high standing and doing 
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a largel' business, probably, in oranges than any other house in 
Spain, and were therefore in a position to afford me special 
facilities in my hunt for knowledge. 
IN THE 1!'J.l!:LD.-On ent€'ring the orange field, I was struck 
by the amount of lahor put into the land; every inch is plowed 
by a crudt', primitive and ancient-looking wooden implement, 
the share al011e being tipped with iron which turns up a very 
shallow f1lrrow eft'edively, howl'ver, stirring up the soil and 
keeping down thf' weeds, althongh the work could be much 
more speedil;y and elfectively accomplished by one of our mod-
ern American cnltivators. Not in every plantation in Jamaica 
('an this sugg0stion be adopted, as much of our oranges grow 
in tll€' pimento walks, and pastme lands, and the idea, there-
fore, would apply to only such fields as are entirely given over 
to orange culture. One thing. however, applies to orange-
growing allY and evel'ywht're,-if the planter would improve 
the character and condition of his trees, and the quality of his 
fruit-he must at least fork np the soil within a radius (If s'ix 
feet round each tree; a trench 12 inches wide, six inches deep, 
at a distance varying ae-cording to the size of the trees and the 
reach of the limbs, filled with manure, is a very good half-way 
measure. I also observed that a circular hole is dug around 
the roots of each trc€', the earth being drawn back some two 
f('et, for1)ling a basin-shaped hollow, exposing the roots some 
18 or 20 inches from the trunk. The I'eason given for this is, 
first, that insf!ct borers, etc., arc more liable to attack the roots 
near tlle tI"unk of the hee, and the exposure of at this point 
leavt'fl them no shelter, and tlwir operations are more mpidly 
deteti:e(l; see on dIy, it was found in the early experienf'e of 
Spanish orange grO\Vel'S that a g;um disease, in the form of a 
gummy or resinous deposit, aceuIllulated and formed between 
the earth and the air on the tree which ultimatelv caused the 
bark to rot, with the result that" GO p.:r cent of the -trees died in 
the 4th and nth year of their growth, while in other cases por-
tions of the h'ees would witlwr away. Now, the gum drops 
down and disappears in the soil, while i he farmer can very 
readily obsel'Y(, any cyidence of decay in the rootfl. so as to re-
move the affected parts. 'fhis clearing of the rootH has elfec-
tively l'E.'medied the evil, and the l~xllosed roots rapidlJ' aecom-
modate themselves to the atmosplwrc, while the improvement 
in the lwalth of the trees has bN'1l most apparent. \Vithin the 
last f('w YPaI'S it has been found IH'CeSsary to apply to the roots 
of evcry thirty trees some 70 kilos. or about 100 Ibs. of artificial 
manure annually, mostly sllp!::rphosphates, but yery little nat-
ural manure being available. 'l'his, nnfortunately, has been 
found to cause a deterioration in the lIavor, of the fruit, an evil 
that must increase as the time goes on, for another decade at 
least. '1'ho species of trpcs found there flI'C' by llO means as 
Iflrge as 1"l1os(' of Jamnica, but this Illay be aecounted for, ill 
some measure, by the vigilant Ill'lIlling and the removal of both 
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tops and branches which are likely to interfere with the de-
velopment of the fruit. 
PLUCKI~G.-As to the method of picking the oranges. In no 
instance are they plucked, but with a short pair of clippers, 
resembling wire-cutting pliers, they ;U'e snipped from the stem, 
three or foul' orange;,; being received h,Y the left hand at a time. 
Before plncing the oranges in tlw hasket the portion of stem 
l'('maining on the f1'11it is cut close; boys with baskets slung 
f1'om their shoulders being employed to climb for the fruit be-
yond the reach of the men .. Th~ fruit is in no case thrown into 
heap~ as with us, but when twenty 01' thirty baskets are filled 
the ("art comes along and cm'ries them off to the pa('king 
houso's; the tirst layer of baskE'ts being placed in a swinging 
shelf underneath the cart, the second on the bottom, and the 
third on a layer of boardl'l forming an upper tier, so that there 
is little 01' no pressure put on tIlt! oranges up to this stage of 
handling. I would remark that mules and horses are utilized 
for l'(·aching portions of thE' orchard inaccessible to carts. They 
.:arry about six or eight baskets on wooden crates slung aCross 
the bac-ks of the animals, and on arrival at the packing house 
the fruit is en~ptied on the fioor to the depth of not more than 
tweh'e to eighteE'n inches; sand t~nd straw being freely distrib-
uted to rcceiYe them. A typical packing house has a fioor 
space of about 70 by 120 ft., to evade the necessity for shelves 
in laying out the fruit, th(' &helf system being deprecated by 
tbe paekel's as causing unnecessal'Y handling of the fruit. and 
hpinp; more inaccessible to the sorter. 'rhere an' no sizing 
machines in lise, as thf!.Y save nothing in time and labor, each 
orange requiring to be individually culled with 01' without 
Them; but then the Spanish women are experts at this busi-
ness. The buildings are divided into foul' distinct depart-
ments, viz:-sorting, wrap1)ing, box-making, and packing. The 
sorting is the 1110st important portion of the work llnd is gener-
ally ac(;omplishE'd by eldel'ly wl)men of long experience. The 
oranges arc sortcd, fil'st, that damaged 01' imperfect fl'uit, 01' 
fruit with a blpmish, such as a wor111 hole, a depression from 
('ontad with a b1'aneh while growing, or fol' any othe1' reason 
that the 801"tprs may eonsidcr them as unfit for shipment, may 
he laid aside. l'ndpr this head 20 pel' eent of the harve::;t is 
l'(-jeeted and find:;; its way to loeal markets. 
CI.ASSIFJCATIO".-~Iueh (::\1'e and study has 'been bestowed 
u}Jon the clas~:if\("ation of the oranges; for we fmd tllat they are 
}lac-ked into bOX(>8, of 80me seyen different sizes. Hloc,d oranges, 
for pxample, arp packed into cases of ~O() each. Then nnder 
1he heading of "JUI,'" whidl nl'e the largest oranges, we have 
four sizes: '·Ordinal'.,"," "Large," "Extra Large," and "Extra, 
Extra Lat'ge"; these names being printed upon the respectiw 
boxes, and indieah' a variation of three 01' foul' inehgs in the 
foize of tlIP box. ('al'ws eontnjning 714 al'e usually of one size 
(Illly, llH also al'e box(>s of l(1(il, which contain the s1Wlllest 
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oranges of the crop. Each box is divided into three compart-
ments by two partitions, the ~entre space being shorter than 
the outer two. It is thought that these boxes would be much 
too large for our fruit. This may be so, although the reasons 
given are not very convincing so far. 'I'here is a possibility of 
going too far in the opposite direction, and certainly the boxes 
that prevail here at present do not permit of as ready access 
of air tJu'ough the ft'uit, seeing that th(· openings are only at 
the corners, the sid~s. top and bottom generally being each of 
one pieee, whUe the Spanish box is made up of narrow laths 
forming pl'actically a crate, hut experience will shortly demon-
strate to us wheth~'r ours 01' tIl(> Spanish box will best serve 
the purpose. In any case the barrel must go. The variety of 
classes ac.:ounts for the large number of baskets required in 
a well-equipped packing house, as separate baskets are re-
quired to l'eceiYe from the hands of the sorter the particular 
size of fruit intended for the above grades. It will thus be 
seen that the basket plays an important pad in the orange 
business, and facilitates the handling of the fruit to such an 
extent that I cannot understand why it has neYer been adopted 
in Jamaica. They are of two sorts-shallow and wide, so that 
tIre orange may not have too far to drop during the operations 
of sorting and wrapping, and deep and narrow, so that they 
can be easily carried upon the shoulders. I shipped a sample 
Ol'der of 200 in the hope that OUI' planters might see the wis-
dom of adopting them. TIrey are woven from Espal'to grass 
and with ordinary use will last many seasons. To minimize 
still further the possibility of the fruit being bruised or in-
jured the packers of Valencia line them throughout with sack-
ing. 
",VUAPPIXG.-Between the sorters and the packers are the 
wrappel's sitting in groups around heaps of the fruit, each heap 
of a certain class, and being supplied by the men who take 
them frolll the sorters, here again they are subject to further 
inspection, and blemished fruit which may have escaped the 
scrutiny of the sOlters is throwll aside, I hase here some 
samples of the paper used for wrapping, please observe that 
each beal's the stamp 01' trade-mark of the packer, a guarantee 
of the quality of his fruit, and he is proud enough of his brand 
to stand by the consequence attached to carelessness on the 
part of his employees. No oranges are shipped from Spain 
which do not bear on each end of tIle case a stencilled trade-
mark or bl'and of the packer, also number of oranges contained 
in the box. The brand also indicat::$ whether the fruit is of 
good quality, 01' finest or superior quality. 'fhe wrapper has a 
pile of cut P:lIwrs in. her lap, and dexterously placing an Ol'ange 
at one end I'olls it fl'om her, gatht:l'ing the ends in a tight twist 
at each side, which holds the paper in place prettily and per-
fectly. An ordinary hand call do 20 to 25 per minute. The 
wrapping paper is of a very 1ine, soft, silky quality, made in 
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Spain. The cost there for enough to wrap an average of 240 
boxes is 80 pesetas, or about £2 7s 6 d according to rate of ex-
change; stamping, 20 pesetas or 11s, 7d. The wrapped fruit is 
then carried to that portion of the house where they are packed 
in their respective boxes according to size and class. 
P ACKING.-And now as to packing. This is done by girls, 
two of thf'lll putting up a box of 714 in 15 minutes and a box of 
420 in 10 lllinutes. I lllUSt confess to being sOlllewhat surprised 
wlwn the carpenter came along to put on the lids; he first 
tacked the three laths at one end, then, putting his knee on 
each lath in turu applied his whole weight so as to press the 
oranges firlllly into. the box. When the box of oranges is 
packed ready for the lid it appears to be much too full, the 
top layer being nearly half their thickness above the level of 
the box-edgf'. I questioned the propriety of applying so much 
force to bring them down. The explanation given that it did 
no daillage, as it was absolutely neeessary that allowance be 
made for shrinkage, that the fruit l'ecpived equal pressure all 
through the box, and that while a bounce to an orange would 
injUI'e it. no harm came by even, steady pressure, which had 
the result of simply flattening four surfaces, but was not suffi-
eiC'nt to cause contusion of the internal portion of the orange; 
nnlf'ss by at:cident or careless packing one or two should be 
<:aught between the lid and the edge of the tox. When the 
carpenter has finished nailing on the coyer small boys come 
along with strips of raw hide and nail them around each end 
in plnee of hoops; finally the box is handed over to lllen who 
dexh>rollsl~' and firlllly bind each round and round with SOllle 
tc~n 01' twelve yards of cord plaited from Esparto grass. The 
boxes are then carried to the Grao 01' beach where they are 
load~~d on to SUI'f boats and com-eyed to the steamers lying at 
anehor in the roads some half a lllile away. I alll in possession 
of ewry detail regarding cost of materials, also length and 
bl'eadth of the yarions boxes, time required for their constrllC-
tion, etc., which will be supplied on application. 
Fem J.UlAICA.-'l'he foregoing is a lHief s~'nopsis of the 
methods adopted by packers in the plains of Castellon; but 
tllel'(> are other points in connection with the handling of fruit 
in Spa in that lllust not be lost sigh t of, and I heal' thn t unless 
WI' in .Jamaica are prepared to follow in some measme the;']e 01' 
similm' methods in handling OUI' fruit, we can never hope to 
make satisfaetory shipments of oranges to England, For in-
staute, ·when the season begins with us, we find scores of irre· 
sponsihle lwople-in the country parts, at least-l'(~nting sheds 
and ,-aeant houses, at the same time intimating their- inten-
tions of huying oranges from the :,mrrounding districts; the 
people com;nence to collect fruit, plucking it ronghly fl'om the 
trees, throwing it into heaps some three or foUl' feet high, until 
a ('al't ('omes along", the sides have been raised bv the addition 
of roup:h sti('l;:s fied together at the cornel's;' into this the 
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oranges are thrown several feet deep and carted to the afore-
said packing sheds, where inexperienced women are employed 
wrapping in rough straw paper, and packing the oranges unJ 
sorted into barrels or boxes, rejecting only such fruit as gives 
unmistakeable evidence of being hopelessly damaged; but such 
packers have no means of learning what treatment the fruit 
has received, not only in the fields and carts, but by the num-
erous small settlers who bring in their quota in rough hampers 
on mule- or donkey backs for sale. 'When they arrive at the 
wharf the barrels are generally emptied in the shipper's shed 
and again packed, but yery much after the same unsystematic 
method. This would never be tolerated in such places as Bur-
rianna, for in no instance will the packers accept or purchase 
fruit which has not been picked by their employees. In the 
foregoing description I refer chiefly to what I have seen per~ 
sonally on the North side of tlie Island. I acknowledge that 
in the neighborhood of Kingston and Port Antonio, planters-; 
may have within the last year or two adopted much more im--
proved methods of putting up their fruit; but even they, I feel; 
sure, will be glad to take advantage of the suggestions of the· 
Spanish packer, from knowledge acquired after many years in 
the trade. In eyery instance the farmer sells his crop on the-
tree, either by weight or by sight,-if by sight, all that may be' 
blown down subsequently is included in the contract; if by.' 
weight, only fruit picked direct from the tree is counted. In 
the former case the price paid is less, but the risk of loss lies 
with the packer, and vice versa. 'fhe cost of the fruit in May 
was from $5 to $7 per thousand, but earlier in the season they 
could be purchased for $2.50 to $3. An orange is an orange in 
Spain, and everyone connts, not three for one as with 11S. I 
("onsider the fruit gl'own in the regions round Valeneia to be' 
very much inferior in every respect to the Jamaica product. It~ 
has a very thick l'ind, although it is said that this applies only 
to those of the so-called second tiowering. Be this at it may,. 
most of those that I saw were eOHrse in appearance, the sur-
face being rougher than even 0111' Seville orange, while the 
sweetness and juciness call in no way compare, the seeds larg-
er, much more core, and that very tibl·OUS. '1'he plains of Cas--
tellon have a perfect network of canals, a legacy of the mag-
nifief!ut engineering of the ~rOOl'S. Conneded with every 10 
01' 20 acres is an ancient water-wheel some 10 to 12 feet in' 
diameter, for raising the water to the level of the land for the 
purpose of irrigation. 'rite horses or ll1ul,~s that turn the wheel 
are blind-folded, so that they Illay be kept in ignorance of the 
whereabout of the driver boy, and so that he dare not stop in 
his monotonolls round until the work is done for fear of the· 
whip, which lllay be a mile away. 
Inru(;A'£IOx.-In discussing with paek('I's the merits of the' 
fruit of the various districts as to their carrying and keeping 
qualities, I was informed that excessive iI'l'ig'ation ruined the· 
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carrying qualities of the fruit; that while a limited amount of 
water increased the rind so making the oranges somewhat to· 
,'gether and less likely to be bruised iIi packing, we find that 
. in the Bibara the best examples of the effect of water on the 
'orange; there are two clasRes of orchard there, one, the "huer-
to" or gardens, mostly made up land in terraces, where the 
water let on moistens the soil, but does not remain in pools for 
any length of time, quickly disappearing through the very 
porous condition of the land. The oranges produced thus are 
of a superior quality, and althot!gh the trees are planted some 
20 feet apart, they yield a larger crop to the acre than those of 
the Plana, which are planted a little more than half that dis-
. tance from each other. These or,anges keep and carry well, 
while in the plains of the same d.istrict the "huertas" or fields 
are of a stiffer soil, the water lies longer and disappears slowly, 
producing a coarse orange which carries badly. Again, the in-
creasing use of artificial manure is an important factor in the 
detprioration of the fruit in this direction as well as affecting 
the flavor, natural fertilizer being very much less so, but for 
reasons 'which the foregoing but partially explains, oranges 
from the high elevation keeps much better than those from the 
plains. 'Vithin the last few years 3, number of bitter orange 
trees have been introduced from Seville, as experience has 
proven that sweet oranges budded on to these possess excel-
lent keeping qualities. This fact argues well for the system 
now so much in vogue in Jamaica of budding sweet oranges on 
the shoots of Seville orange stumps or on young Seville seed-
lings. Oranges grown in districts subject to frequent fogs or 
mist carry worst of all; and in any case should on no account 
be picked while wet. In the early part of the season it is 
recommended that the fruit lie for several days in the shed 
before wrapping so as to permit of its being somewhat soft· 
ened, the better to adapt itself to the packing process. As the 
season advances howeycr, this is unnecessary, and the fruit 
.should be put up within, at mosi, three days of housing. 
But I am convinced, from all I have seen and learned of the 
fruit trade here, that with a few modifications and adaptations 
to local conditions, Spanish methods may with equal success 
be adopted elsewht're. It Illay be objected that we have a 
much more difficult problem to solve than the Valencians, as 
the latter have but to provide for :L seven or eight days' yoy· 
age, as against twelve from Jamaica. '1'his argument, how-
,ever, il' ill·founded, as Illany of the packers employed in Paler· 
mo, ~fcssina, and other parts of Sieily and Southern Italy, hail 
from BUl'l'ianna, ,vhere they employ exactly the same methode 
they have been aecustomed to in Spain, with the Olle exception 
that the boxes are somewhat smaller, and they have to pro-
vide fol' a voyage of from fOUl'teen to sixteen days in a temper· 
aturt' yel'y often in exeess of anything we have to contend with 
in the "rest Indies. Such facts should be most encouraging to 
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us in our prospective orange business with England; and while 
in the streets of London I observed in several fruiterers' win-
dows, Valencian and Sicilian oranges marked 2s. 6 d. per 
dozen, alongside of which were Jamaicans at 1s. With im-
proved handling', sorting and packing, I am sanguine enough 
to expect to see the tables turned within a couple of years, and 
the ,Jamaican oranges taking first rank amongst citrus fruits, 
entirely upon its own merits in the English market.-Journal 
of the Jamaica Agricultural Society. 
----:0:----
JORDAN ALMONDS IN CALIFORNIA. 
It has always been held that the famous Jordan almonds of 
commerce could be produced only in this province (Malaga) 
and, to a certain extent, in the adjacent provinces of Granada 
and A lmel'ia. Efforts to grow them in other parts of Spain, as 
well as in France and Italy, are believed to have invariably 
failed. Recently, I received a letter from the president of the 
California Nursery Company, of Niles, Alameda County, Cal., 
reading, in part: 
""\Ve send you today pel' mail in separate packages samples 
of almonds. The trees from which these nuts were grown we 
received from France for the Jordan almond. They were a 
mixed lot of trees, and only one tree produced such nuts as are 
mailed you. "Will you please advise us if they are Jordan aI-
mondR? Samples which we received from New York as the 
Jordan almond that were imported from Spain were oblong 
and had no curve, like those we send you." 
I showed the samples to three different local experts, and in 
each instance they were unhesitatingly declared to be AI-
mondra larga, or, in other words, the famous Jordan almonds 
of commerce, of a fair, medium grade. The taste seemed quite 
the same, and there was very little difference in the shape. 
'fhe surprising feature of this incident lies in the fact that 
the almonds in question are said to have been grown on a tree 
imported from France. Is it possible, then, that a tree which 
would not produce typical Jordan almonds in France would 
produce them in California? 
About 85,000 boxes of these famous almonds are annually 
exported from Malaga, which is their only market of origin. 
The report from California and the r'.?sult of my investigation 
would seem to indieate, however, that Jordan almonds can now 
be g!'own in California. If this be true, the California grow-
ers will probably find the matter well worth their attention, 
as both the demand and the prices for Jordan almonds have 
steadily increased during recent years. The present price of 
these almonds, fOJ' the popular grade known as "confection-
ers," is $8.75 per box of 25 pounds f. o. b. Malaga. The price at 
the same period last year was $7 per box. 
London and New York haye generally taken virtually the 
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whole crop of Jordans. At present, the local stock of bona 
fide Jordans is practically exhausted, and although all the 
pres.ent signs promise a good crop this year, it is much too 
early to speak with any certainty as to the prospect. Of the 
crop of 1901, 31,200 boxes were exported direct from Malaga to 
the United States 
Malaga, March 29, 1902. 
----:0: 
BENJ. H. RIDGELY, 
Consul. 
-Consular Reports. 
GERMA.N SUGA.R INTERES'l'S SINCE THE Bl~US­
SELS CONFERENCE. 
Although it is now several months since the convention 
abolishing, after a prescribed date, export premiums on sugar 
was signed at BrusselA by all tbe leading European nations 
exc~pt Russia, it is not yet possible to estimate, eyen approxi-
mately, its effect upon the area. to be planted with beets this 
spring, 01' the probable sugar produet and consequent market 
prices of the coming year. For the i'cason that the convention 
does not take effect until the 1st of September, Ul03, and tbat 
meanwhile the different nations must each reyise and enaact 
a whole code of laws and regulations for the control of their 
sugar industries, thet'e is nothing- to indicate that tbe majority 
of beet growers-at- l('ast in Germany-will modify seriously 
their plans for this spas on's planting. 
The announcement that the Bruss('ls convention had, after 
so many previous failures, really agreed upon a plan to abolish 
exp'ort hounties came to the enemies of tltat measure with the 
shock of an unexpect('d surprise. The whole proceeding was 
rN:ognized as a decisive vittory for cane as against beet sugar 
-a conquest for the Indies, Tawaii, the Philippines; and Louis-
iana over Continental Europe. The Zucker-Industrie, the lead-
ing organ of the German sugar-producing interests, hastened 
to say that if the convention were cal'l'ied into effect the result 
would be a blow to the sugar industry of Germany from which 
it would nev('r recover. It said: "In the world's markets, our 
product will he overwhelmed by colonial sugars, which enjoy 
important and decisive advantages. Germany will be flooded 
witb for('ign sugars because our import duty is so small; the 
cartel will bp rendered forever impossible; the price of beet& 
must be reduced by at least 30 pfennigs (7.14 cents) per 100 
pounds; beet cultivation, and with it agricultural prosperity, 
must inevitably declme." 
Six days after the signing of the convention at Brussels, a 
mass mf'cting of representatives of the beet-growing and sugar-
making industries was held in Berlin, at which mucb impas-
sioned oratory was heard, but the general impression left by 
the conference was that of a merely general but vaguely de-
fined opposition to any change in the present system, which 
in effect taxes sugar consumers in Germany to pay the cost
of supplying Great Britain and the United States with Ger-
man sugar at about half the price which-under the ministra-
tions of the cartel-it costs at home. In the resolution which
summarized the action of that meeting, it was stated that it
was too early to estimate closely and accurately the full effect
of the convention, but that as it had yet to receive the ap-
proval of the Reichstag and Bundesrath, as well as the imper-
ial signature, there still remained opportunity for resistance,
and to this the meeting pledged its loyal and united efforts.
It is recognized, however, that the agreement signed at Brus-
sels will bring to European statesmen the end of a long finan-
cial nightmare; that it will give relief to sugar consumers
everywhere and will require the Governments of France, Ger-
many, Austria, Belgium, and Holland to set the beet-sugar in-
dustry back upon its own feet, to stand or fall by its own merit
and in accordance with the measure of skill and foresight that
may be embodied in the new legislation which will replace the
present system. This legislation will presumably be shaped to
accomplish one or more of three principal results: (1) to sus-
tain sugar production by promoting its consumption at home,
(2) by enhancing through commercial treaties sugar exports to
countries which-like Great Britain and the United States-
are more or less dependent upon imported supplies, and (3) by
restricting beet planting and overproduction of sugar.
Germany has heretofore exported, roughly speaking, two-
thirds of her sugar product. and the problem presented to the
statesmen of this country by the new conditions which are to
obtain after the autumn of next year is complicated and ser-
ious. Beyond the readily assumed fact that the convention
will be loyally carried out, nothing in the way of new legisla-
tion has been decided upon or more than vaguely suggested.
The promotion of home consumption of domestic sugar
through reduced retail prices involves naturally the question
of duties on iI:::.ported supplies. The present duty of 40 marks
t$.52) pel' 100 kilograms (220AG pounds) is not changed in the
new tariff act now under discussion, and it remains to be seen
whether that rate will be considered sufficient after bounties
h:lYe ceased. The necessities of the sugar situation will in all
probability exercise a strong influence in respect to the new
treaties of commerce which will have to be negotiated under
the revised tariff, but beyond these general facts all is as yet
mere conjecture. Meetings of co-operative beet growers and
sugar companies are held from time to time to discuss plans
and policies. There is in their deliberations more or less talk
about reducing the m'en of beet planting, hut, so far as the
reports show, no definite agreement on this point has been
reached. Bounties will he paid as heretofore until the end of
August. HIO~. and the question of area and production will
therefore not reach the acute stage until the spring of next
...
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year. Under the heroIc management of the cartel, sugar grow-
ing has been for years past the most profitable branch of Ger-
man agriculture, and the farmers, the raw-sugar makers, and
refin£>rs who have thriven under the bounty system will nat-
urally strive to make the most of it as long as it survives.
----:0:----
THE BRUSSELS OONPERENCE AND RUSSIAN SUGAR.
I
L
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The beet-sugar conference which recE:ntly closed its sessions
at Brussels arrived at an agreement which, if indorsed by the
countries represented at the conference, will abolish all boun-
ties on sugar in 190:3. It was also agreed, subject to the same
indorsements, that the duty on sugar imported into each of
these countries should be fixed at 58 cents per 100 pounds.
Should this agreement be ratified-of which there is consider-
able doubt-the price of sugar would at once rise in the mar-
kets of the world, for the reason that the annual production
would be largely curtailed. The current production of beet
sugar in EUl'ope, according to the latest statistics, amounts to
over 6,000,000 tons, which exceeds the consumption by more
than 1,000,000 tons. The countries represented at the confer-
('nee were Germany, Austria-Hungary, France, Belgium, Hol-
land, Sweden, Denmark, and Roumallia. When the result of
the conference was announced, Roumunia withdrew.
Russia was not represented at the conference, but the action
of that body was closely watclled here, and the results are eyen
now agitating official circles. Russia has the largest area
uD.der cultivation in beet root in the world; is third in the num-
ber of factories; fourth in the quantity of beet root used and
sugar produced; and stands lowest in the yield of roots and of
sugar and third in tbe percentage of sugar to the weight of
beet. The action of the conference must naturallyha \"e an
effect on the sugar industry of Rnssia, though the official organ
of the Government declares that "Russia will not enter into
any kind of agl'eement ,vhich in any way attacks her tariff
policy and the organization of her industry." Instead of such
an agreement, a series of internal measures are recommended
which, it is hoped, will render the sugar industry of Russia in-
dependent of the world's market.
The export of Russian sugar to western Europe is compar-
ativ~ly small, but its export to Eastern countries is large. and
the countries represented at the confprence will certainly en-
deavor to secure a share of tbis trade. It would not be ditlicult
for Russia to use up its present export of sugar in the home
market; the consumption per capita is very small and the cost
to the consumer is abnormally high. The Government fixes
the price at which sugar may be sold in Russia. According to
Russian calculations, the sugar industry loses annually on the
expol'ts to western Europe over $3,000,000 or about 15 kopecks
(8 cents) on every pood (8ti.1 pounds) of sugar produced. The
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profits on the sales in the home market are so large that this
loss is not felt. An order from the Government lowering the
IH'ice of sngar iJ;l the home market would speedily result in
such improvement in the cultivation of the beet root and i.n the
method of manufacture as would make the cost of production
very mnch less than at present.
It is also stated in the official organs that the production
should be curtailed, as it is abnormal. In view of the small
consumption of sugar per capita in Russia, this statement ex·
cites surprise. The entire sugar surplus of this country does.
not exceed 16 to 17 per cent, and, at a lower figure, it would
be readily consumed by the population.-Consular Reports.
----:0:----
INOREASING OONSU.MPTION OF SUGAR IN THE;
UNITED STATES.
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Some data recently compiled by th~ United States Treasury
Bureau of Statistics bring out vividly the enormous increase
in the consumption of sugar in this I;ountry. In 1870 the total
consumption of sugar in the United States was about 566,000
long tons. In 1!.l01, a lapse of 31 years, the consumption of
sugar in the United States readIed 2,865,000 long tons, more
than four times the consumption of 1878, or 417 per cent. of
the consumption of 1870, 01' an increase in the consumption of
sugar of 317 per cent in 31 years.
Of course, a considerable part of this is due to the increase·
of population in the United States, but apart from that there
has been a large increase per capita. In 1870 the consumption
of sugar p~r capita in the United States was 33 pounds; in 1901
it was 6R pounds per capita, an increase of 106 per cent or more
than double. There is a belief extan'C and more or less well
founded, that the actual consumption of food articles does not
vary much from year to year because of price or from any
other common cause. The dh;tribution of food articles varies.
with prices, but the actual consumer of sugar, tea and coffee,
seems to desire and to get about the same daily ration, be the
price low (Jr high. If there be an exception to this food article
rule.:, sugar would seem to constit.ute that exception. The mer·
its of sugar as a food stuff are now fal' better understood than
80 years ago and the use of sugar foods is everywhere encour·
aged as healthful aud economical.
'fhis may lead us to look ahead and to say that in 1!.l:H our
cons.llmption of sugar will be 13fi ponnds per capita, and that
our country will then consume nearly five million long tans of
sugar. This ought to give buyers fl)r the cane sugar of the
whole Gulf Ooast, from Florida to 'rexas, as well as several
millions of tons of beet sugar's from the states of the great
\Vest and the Pacific.-Ex.
_.__.. -_.
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SUGA.R INDUSTRY OF THE SOU'l'H.
By ·W. C. Stubbs, Director of the Louisiana Sugar Experiment
Station.
(Copyright, 1902, by Manufacturers' Record Publishing Co.)
Any account of the resources of the South and a recital of
their d0velopment in the last twenty years would be incom-
plete without an article upon the sugar industry-an industry
which, despite the many s0rious obstacles it has encountered,
11as .expande<l until it occupies the larger portion of South
Louisiana, a goodly part of East 'rexas, and constitutes an
important item in crop production in all the counties adjacent
to the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic ocean in the States of Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia and South Carolina.
From De Bore's first crop of $12,000 in Louisiana, the annual
output of sugar, syrup and molasses has grown in value far up
into the millions. The crop of 1900 in Louisiana alone required
$35,000,000 to market it. If to this be added the sugar crop
of T0xas, now rapidly expanding, and the syrup crop of the
small farmers, it would not be far wrong to place a value of at
least $50,000,000 upon the sugar-cane industry of the Southern
States.
'Vhile the increase in value has been enormous, the improve-
ments in methods and machinerY have been almost incredible.
De Bore's small sugar house, with its horse mill and iron ket-
tle, has been supplanted by the modern central factory, with
its ponderous nine-roller mills and crushers or diffusion bat-
teries, with improved superheaters, clarifiers and filter presses,
with the multiple vacuum etIet::>, with immense vacuum pans
.and capacious centrifugals.
Formerly the horses and oxen propelling the mills were sus-
tained by the tops of cane. Today the great boilers which gen-
€I'ate the steam that lll'opels the ponderous rollers and eva.p-
orates millions of tons of water from the extracted juice are
"'fueI0(}" mainly with the refuse of the cane (bagasse) which
their own force has created. .
So complete has been the change that not only De Bore and
his coll0agues of that early daJ-, but the ante-bellum planters
-J'ea, even those who essa~'ed the re-establishment of the in-
dustry after the Civil 'Yar-would be strangely out of place
in a mod0rn, up,to-date central factory.
The improvements have liOt been confined to the factory.
Agriculture has kept an even pace with manufacture. The
primitive jJlow and home-made drags have been supplanted
long since by the improved steel turn-plow and revolving har-
row, and thpse in their tum succeeded in late years by the disc
plow, harrow and cultivator. Improved implements have
largel~' disj)hlC·pd hand labor, and the hoe gang, formerly in
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evidence in every field, is now being rapidly relegated to the
realm of "innocuous desuetude" by the ingenious horse hoes
and cultivators found on nearly every plantation. Even a
cane-harvester, now being evolved from the brain of genius, is
constantly expected and eagerly awaited everywhere as the
first valuable contribution of the twentieth century to the
sugar industry.
Drainage is now recognized as the pre-requisite of large pro·
duction, and irrigation is discussed by all and practiced by a
few as an essential to uniformly good crops.
The alluvial lands of the sugar country were once deemed
of inexhaustible fertility, and an effort to supply artificially
fertilizing ingredients thereto would have been regarded as
the act of a madman or the dream of a visionary, yet the open-
ing J'ears of the present century find every planter applying
enormous quantities of tankage, cotton-seed meal, acid phos-
. phat~, etc.. to these very soils, and his act is amply justifip-d 'by
the annual increase of crop. Science has demonstrated that
properly-selected fertilizers judiciously applied will enhance
acre yields even on the richest soils.
A triennial rotation of plant cane, stubble cane and corn and
cowpeas hfis been almost universaUy established, and so strong
is the confidence in the efficacy of this rotation that prices of $2
to $3 per bushel for cowpeas do not deter a single planter from
its practice.
This wonderful development has been attained amidst al-
most insuperable dufficlllties. Floods have repeatedly inundat-
ed entire sections and destroyed thousands of acres of cane.
Pestilence, "that walketh in darkness," has several times smit-
ten the sugar districts. The Civil 'Val' completely prostrated
the indUf~try, and reconstruction kept it prostrate for many
years thereafter. Healthful recuperation became visible only
after the overthrow of the cal'pet-bag government and the re-
establishment of law and honesty. Low prices and unreliable
labor have sometimes shorn the industry of all of its profits.
Coolie-raised or bounty-fed sugars of other countries have
occasionally, by competition in onr local markets, lowered the
price of sugar below the cost of production. And lastly, per-
haps the most formidable obstacle of all, is the want of per-
manency in our national legislation, a defect inherent in our
form of government, which gives the people the opportunity
every four years of changing the political policy of the coun-
try. The apprehension of reciprocity treaties with foreign
countries by which sugar will suffer is today checking serious-
ly, but temporarily, let ns hope, that progress of the industry
which the capitalist and the planter would otherwise develop.
All of these have militated against the advance of the sugar
industry, and yet it has attained such a degree of excellence
that Louisiana is now justly esteemed as the leader of the
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sugar-cane world, and is sending daily words of intelligence
and experience to every tropical sugar country.
This progress, marvelous as it has been in the aggregate, has
been achieved thl'ough much suffering, large expenditures of
money, and unceasing activity of brain and hand, at times ad-
vancing with almost imperceptibe gradations, at others with
leaps alld bonnds. It can be proven that nearly every dollar
made by the sugar-planters of the South since 1880 has been
expended in the improvement of their estates and in the en-
largement of their sugar-houses, until today they represent an
investment exceeding $100,000,000. Some idea of the progress
in the march of improvement in the manufacture of sugar may
be obtained when it is asserted that some sugar-houses in this
State have been rebuilt three times in the last twenty years,
each time with larger and more improved machinery, to meet
the increasing crops of the plantation and to decrease the cost
of manufacture, for, be it remembered that an increase in the
capacity of a sugar factor~' means a decrease in the cost of
manufacture of a pound of sugar.
These are the results in the field and factory, but there are
indirect results in the cities to which the sugar is shipped well
worthy of mentioning. No agricultural industry contributes
so IlJ.uch to the public carriers as sugar. Om railroads trans-
port a large part of the cane from the fields to the factories.
The average tonnage in Louisiana is about twenty-two tons.
An average car will carry fifteen tons; therefore, each acre
furnishes one and one-half carloads of cane, which, at sixty
cents pel' ton, about the average price paid, gives the railroads
an income of $13.20 from each acre of cane grown. This is for
the transportation of the raw material to the factory. Two
tons of cane will give a barrel of sugar, and this must go to the
market. Each acre will thus supply about eleven barrels of
sugar, upon which freight varJ'ing from twenty-five to seventy-
five ('ents pel' barrel will be collected. It is possible, therefor,
for a railroad in a sugar sedion to realize at least $15 in freight
for each acre of cane grown along its line.
Compared with cotton, the profits of sugar-growing to a rail-
road is signitieantly emphasized. The average yield of cotton
in this State does not exceed half 3. bale pel' acre. It will
therefore require two acres to furnish a bale of cotton and
thirty bushels of cottonseed~ If both are shipped to market
over the railroad, the prevailing prices would not give Hle lat-
ter more than $2 to $2.00 in freight fl'Oli two acres in cotton.
The sugar indnstry has created in the cities of the country
(mainly New Orleans, the largest American sugar market) var-
ious and valuable industries. Factors, brokers and bankers re-
teive and distribute its products and share in the profits. \Vare-
hou~es obtain storage charges. Foundries and machine shops,
employing thommnds of skilled mechanics, are engaged in the
supply and repair of sugar-house machinery. Cooper-shops
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manufaeture the barrels and hogBheads used in casing the pro-
ducts. The implement men, the mule dealers, the coal and oil
sellers, the fertilizer agentB et id omne genus, are all conven-
iently established to soicit the trade of the planters. In fact,
the sugar-panter of today may be regarded simpy as a "money-
changer," exchanging every dolla~' received for labor, material,
provisions and clothes. After careful investigation and patient
study of the facts as they exist, it may be truly said that of the
$35,000,000 annually received for the sugar grown in this State,
every dollar is paid out as fast as received, and a portion of it
doubtless finds its way to 'every State in the Union, creating
an interstate commerce of nearly $70,000,000 annually.
'rhe following is an approximate distribution:
To Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Alabama, New York and Illi-
nois, $6,000,000 for machinery.
To Mississippi and Louisiana, for brick and lumber, $600,000.
'ro Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Indiana and Texas, for
mules and horses, over $1,000,000.
To Pennsylvania, Alabama, vVest Virginia and Texas, for
coal and oil, $1,500,000.
To Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas, for breadstuffs, $3,000,-
000.
To Illinois, Missouri, Kansas and Iowa, for stock feed, $3,-
000,000.
To West Virginia, Ohio, IllinoiB, Missouri and Kentucky, for
wagons, carriages and agricultural implements, $500,000.
To Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Nebraska, for meats
and lard, $3,000,000.
To "Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana, for butter and cheese,
$500,000.
To Texas, Mississippi and Alabama, for beeves, exclusive of
refrigerated beef from the ·West, $500,000.
To Alabama, for lime for building purposes and for Uie in
factories, $500,000.
To Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, for cooperage, $1,000,000.
To Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee, for cowpeas,
$300,000.
'ro Florida, South Carolina and Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri,
Nebraska and I"ouisiuna, for phosphates, cottonseed meal and
tankage, $500,000.
To Boston, St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, etc., for shoes,
$1,500,000.
To New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Baltimore, for
clothes, $5,000,000.
If there be anything left it is spent for notions, fruits and
sundries, which are gathered from Maine to California.
n will thus be seen that the development of the sugar in-
dustry in Louisiana has benefitted nearly every section of the
country.
As before remarked, prior to the year 1880 the sugar crop
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Tons. Tons. Tons.
1S80..... 121,886 1887 ..... 157,970 1894..... 317,306
1881 ..... 71,304 1888 ..... 144,878 1895 ..... 237,720
1882..... 136,167 1889 ..... 128.343 1896 ..... 282,009
1883 ..... 128,318 1890 ..... 215~843 1897 ..... 310;447
1884 ..... 94.372 1891. .... 160',937 1898 ..... 245,511
1885 ..... 127,958 1892 ..... 201,816 1899 ..... 147,164
1886 .... - 80,858 1893 ..... 265,836 1900 ..... *325,000
*Estimated-not from Bouchereau.
)
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was very precarious. Only once (in 1878) did the yield reach
above 100,000 tons.
In 1877 there was formed in the city of New Orleans the
Sugar-Plan.ters' Association, which at once became a powerful
faetor in developing the industry. For the first time, in 1880,
syrup was sent by the small sugar-houses to the larger fac-
tories to be grained into sugar. This was the beginning of the
central-factory system in the State. In 1881 the Mississippi
river commission was created by Congress, which, in addition
to the improvement of the navigation of the Mississippi river,
has also aided in the construdion and maintenance of the
levees, and protected the lands from overflow.
In 1885, through the action of the Sugar Planters' Associa-
tion, the sugar experiment station was established, which has
been of incalculable benefit to the pantel's of the State by its
experiments in the field, laboratory and sugar-house.
Since 1886 the industry has grown in acreage planted, in im-
provements, in fertilizing and cnltivating the cane, as well as
in the efficiency and capaeity of the sugar-houses.
It is true that the number of sugar-houses is gradually di-
minishing, but the aggregate capacity is yearly increasing.
The following table, taken from Bouchereau's Reports, shows
the quantity of sugar raised in Louisiana from 1880 to the
present year in tons of 2240 pounds:
The crop just harvested for 1901 can as yet only be esti-
mated. Notwithstanding the scarcity of labor and the early
freezes caused a loss of perhaps 10 pel' cent of the cane grown,
it is believed that the crop will be the largest on record, and
will probably reach 350,000 long tons.
An examination of the above table will show a steady in-
crease from 1886 up to the present, with fluctuations due to the
prevailing seasons. In 1891 a prolonged dronth seriously in-
jured the crop, while severe ft'osts <Ire accountable for the
small yil'lds of 1886 and 18!)9.
The cane heretofore cultivated thl'oughout the South has
been of the purple varil'ty, with its ancestor, the "purple
striped." Many varieties have been at ,-arious times imported
and tried withon t sllccess.
In reeent years the sngar experiment station bas imported a
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larger numb(~r of seedling canes, developed in the tropical
islands. Of these seedings, two have proven worthy of exten-
sive trial, and accordingly have been distributed among the
planters and farmel's of the South. On the sugar experiment
station they have done well in the field and sugar-house, and it
is confidently expected that they will, wten universally plant-
ed, largely increase the sugar output of this State. They came
from Demerara, and are designated D. 74 and D. 95.
Many obstacles to sugqr culture are such as are encountered
in the cultivation of any crop. Dl'ouths and excessive rainfalls
are injurious to crops everywhere, while severe cold frequently
destroys the fruit crop, and sometimes the wheat crop of the
North and ·West. From a climatic standpoint the growing of
sugar-cane presents no more obstacles than accompanies the
cultivation of other crops. Year in and year out, it is about as
certain as our cotton or wheat crops, and no one has yet as-
signed a failure in either of these crops to their being exotic
and unadaptable to our climate.
'fhe most serious obstacle our planters have encountered in
the past has been the occasional crevasses and overflows des-
troying the growing cane. A cane crop once destroyed re-
quires several years for its restoration, and therefore an over-
flow to a sugar planter is almost fatal. Fortunately, the na-
tional government, after years of neglect and indifference,
recognized its obligation to thE' riparian dwellers of the Mis-
sissippi in the creation of the Mississippi river commission in
1881. whose duty it is to improve the navigation of the river
and works connected therewith. It therefore included the con-
struction and maintenance of levees. This action on the part
of the national government was promptly seconded and supple-
mentel in Louisiana by the creation of levee districts, with
power to issue bonds, levy and collect specific taxes, and erect
and maintain efficient levees. From the issue of bonds and pro-
ceeds of levee taxes, supplementp.d with appropriations from
the Mississippi l'iver commission. the levees of the State have
been rebuilt, strengthened and raised everywhere three feet
above the highest waters known. It is believed that the day of
overflow is gone. There if' a possibility that caving banks,
crayfish holes. ete., may e,-ell now occasionally produce a crev-
asse and temporarily overflow a restricted area of land, but a
genel'al overfiow caused by extreme high water is now believed
impossible. There are in the State about a dozen levee dis-
tricts. each eontrolled by a separate board, the members of
whi<:h are appointed by the governor of the State. These
boards, with the assistance of the State engineers, build and
maintain tht> levees of the State, utilizing the funds derived
from taxes self-imposed by the dwellers in each district upon
his own lands and products. They have succeeded, with the
llelp of the national government, in erecting powerful levees
everywhere at a cost high up in the millions, and have main-
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tained them for years during flood periods. Such confidence is
shown in these levees that the dwellers behind them feel as
secure in flood seasons as those who occupy the bluff and hill
lands of the State. The confidence of the financial world in
them is exhibited in the high values of the bonds ~f the var-
ious levee boards, all of them being well above par.
The greatest obstacle to the development of the sugar in-
dustry of Louisiana is now happily reduced to a minimum, if
not entirely removed.
Sugar has been an ideal producer of tariff ever since the na-
tional government was founded, save from 1890 to 1893, when
a bounty was given to the local producers.
A duty of one cent per pound on brown and three cents on
refined sugar was imposed in 1789. These amounts were soon
increased to two and one-half and four cents per pound. In
the war of 1812 it was raised to five cents per pound, but low-
ered again in 1816. These duties were imposed strictly for
"revenue only," sineI' no sugar was then made in the United
States, and were continued up to 1882, when the "compromise
act" was adopted, which operated till 1842, when brown sugar
was again taxed two and one-half cents per pound. In 1846 a
30 per cent. ad valorem tax was established, which remained
until 1857, when it was lowered to 24 per cent, ad valorem, and
so remained until the Civil 'Val'. During the war it fluctuated
from three-quarters of a cent lo three cents per pound, the lat-
ter figure prevailing until 18I)!) , when it was reduced to two
cents. In 1873 it was raised to two and one-half cents per
pound, and remained at this figure until 1890, when the bounty
of one and three-quarters and two cents per pound was given
the local producers in lieu of tariff. Under the Wilson bill the
bountJ' was abolished, and an ad valorem of 40 per cent, with
differentials of one-eighth and one-tenth of a cent a pound, was
levied. This continued until after the inauguration of Mr. Mc-
Kinley as President, when the Dingley bill was passed, giving
from one and one-half to 1.95 cents per pound on sugar, accord-
ing to purity.
Fl'om 1890 to lSD8 is the only period in the history of the
United States that brown sugar was admitted free. At all
other times it has averaged two cents per pound.
It is, therefore, with feelings akin to horror, and a righteous
indignation almost irrepressible, that the sugar planters of the
State look upon the proposed reciprocity with Cuba, by which
a portion, if not all, of the duty now imposed on foreign sugars
will be remitted. '1'he time, too, is inopportune, since the enor-
mous beet crop of Europe has forced down the price of sugar
in the world's markets to a point believed to be evel'ywllel'e be·
low The cost of production.
'!'IU: SYIlTJP INDUS'l'ItY.
Besides the sugar industry of Louisiana and Texas, there is,
1--·...._.....·......~··_· ....._'-~·_---------------··_-_·_,·_·_---_ ............-.-_.,....,-,_.......,-.--...................,-.....="""'~
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in the aggregate, an enormous syrup industry scattered
throughout all of the South Atlantic and Gulf States. Sugar-
cane is grown by the small farmers in patches from a fraction
of an aere up to even 1.50 acres. This cane is grown and manc
ufactured in the most primitive manner. Small horse mills,
extracting not more than 50 per cent of juice on the weight of
the cane, are in use on every farm. Kettles and shallow pans
heated over open fires are used for The concentration of juice
to syrup. No re-agent save heat is used in clarification, and
the loss in scums, which are usually thrown away, is enormous.
These patches of cane may be seen by the traveler on the rail·
roads almost continuously from Charleston, S. C., to New Or-
leans, La. The cane is grown upon the light, sandy pine lands
of the tertiary and coastal plain belts. By proper fertilization
excellent crops are produced. The cane grown upon such lands
is much rieher in sugar than that grown in the alluvial section,
and to a central factoI'y making sugar would be worth more
per ton. Even by such wasteful methods the aggregate of
syrup made is enormous, and, after supplying the home de-
mand, is sent in large quantities to the North and 'Vest, where
it fetches highly remunerative prices. There have recently
been established at various points in Alabama, Georgia and
Flodda syrup factories, where large areas of cane are annually
manipulated into syrup. The syrup industry has received with-
in the last two years a powerful stimulus through the energetic I
efforts of Capt. D. G. Purse, pre"lident of the Board of Trade,
Savannah, Ga. He has thoroughly studied the sugar industry
of Georgia, Florida and South Carolina, and has called the at-
tention of capitalists to this inviting field for investment in ,
central factories. He has held pl1blic meetings all through this
section, and addressed the farmers upon the necessity of more
advanced methods in cane culture and more economical and in-
telligent process of manufacture. He has had the writer, of
I~ouisiana, and Dr. \Viley of \Yashington to visit this cane sec-
tion, analyze the canes, and make public report of the work.
Dr. 'Viley has also investigated the soils of this section, and
his re~mlts, together with analyses of a large number of canes,
will soon be published in a special bulletin from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at 'Yashingion. Captain Purse is now
laboring with the Georgia legislature for the establishment of
a sugar experiment station somewhere in South Georgia. Th~
area devoted to cane is constantly increasing, and the methods
of manufacture graduallJ' impI'oving, and a recent personal in-
spection of this Rection gives as:,;nrance that when the intelli-
gent and progressive practices of the best sugar-producing
countries are Ilnin~rsally adopted, sugar and syrup can be
grown successfully in competition with the world. Tlw sac-
charine richness of the cane and the abundance of cheap
labor are fa.vorable factors in preparing a solution of the above
problem. Another significant fact upon which to base a con-
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vincing argument in favor of central factories is found in the
ever-widening area devoted to cane, and the presumably profit-
able returns. obtained for syrup made by cI~ude and wasteful
methods.
It is almost certain, if no unfriendly legislation occurs in the
near future, that this syrup industr,v will continue to expand
until it shall have assumed proportions but little inferior in
value to the sugar industry of Louisiana and Texas.
Allusion has been made to the greatly increased yields in
both field and factory.
In our field may be fouud evidence of progress. Thousands
of tons of fertilizers are annnally consumed. Large turn and
disc plows invert the soil with its covel' of cowpeas. Improved
disc' and middle cultivators are used by nearly every planter.
Stubbll:' shavers and diggers lIave supplanted hoe labor in the
stubble or rattoon crops of cane. Fertilizer distributers de-
posit the fertilizers upon both sides of the row at once. Im-
proved list~rs or double-mold-board plows aid in reducing the
cost of bedding land. Heavy double rollers compress the dirt
on plantl:'d canes. Harrows of every kind aTe found in our
fields. The cane cutter or harvester has not yet materialized,
although a standing prize of $2,500 by the Sugar Planters' As-
soeiation awaits the succf'ssful inventor.
Our factories are as neal' perfect as human ingenuity can
construet. Immense crushers 01' shredders prepare the canes
for ponderous six and nine-roller mills. Various and ingenious
devices are used for tl'ansferring cane from carts to cars and
from cars to the carriers, thus reducing the cost of handling
cane enorIllouRly.
Filtl:'r pressf's of various patents filter the scums and juices
in every sugar-house.
Supf'rhf'aters are almost universally used. Crystallization in
movement is practieed upon many plantations.
Improved sulphur maclIines furnish the sulphur dioxide to
bleach the juices, which are concentrated to syrup and cooked
to grain in vacuum by the l:'xhaust steam of the engines and
pumps. Many of our sugar-houses have a capacity of working
up 1,000 to 2,500 tons of canl:' pel' day, and making out of it 500
to 1,250 barrels of sugar.
'faking a retrospective view of the sugar-cane industry of
tIl(> Sonth for the last twenty years, it can truly be said that
there is no industry in the world that has made such progress.
'fIle organization of the Sugar Planters' Association in 1877
may be ,'egardcd as the starting point of the renaissance of the
sugar indnstry. Since that time the sugar experiment station
has bl:'cn established, whose teachings and experiments have
illuminated the field and factory. "The Louisiana Planter and
Sugar Manufacturer" has had its birth in this period, and is
now firmly established, visiting weekly the home of every
planter, manager, overseel'~ sngal'nlaker, etc., carr.ying with it
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Wi\I. C. STUBBS.
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PLA!\T TRl'JEs.-A tourist told of a tree said to be about three
hundred years old, standing in one of the historic cities of
Bengal, for which the pl'esent owner l'cfused $2,000. The tree
is a choice species of mahogany, every inch of the wood of
which is of value. The man who planted it probably never
dreamed of the enrichment he was providing for a far-down-
the-line descendant. Plant trees, and as valuable trees as you
can find.-Ex.
----:0:----
Many people hold erroneous ideas as to the value of soil
analyses, some speaking as though they only required to have
the soid analysed to know what manures to apply to certain
CI'OPS to obtain the best returns. This, however, is far from
being so. In the first case, it would be nearly impossible to
obtain a sample that would fairly represent even a ten-acre
field. Besides this, an analysis will only show what the soil
contains; it will not tell whether the plant food is in such a
eondition that the plants can make use of it, neither wiII it
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information upon every subject pertaining to the agriculture
of sugar-cane and the chemistry and manufacture of sugar.
The Sugar Exchange has been created in New Orleans, where
the products of the plantation are quickly sold. Improved
implements for the preparation and cultivation of the soil
everywhere prevail. Improvement of soils, both by scientific
rotation of crops, involving' the nitrogen-gathering cowpea,
and the extensive use of commercial fertilizers, whose purity
and guarantee are sustained by chemical analyses made by
official chemists without cost, are everywhere in evidence.
Tonnage in the field and yield pel' ton in the sugar-house has
larg€'ly increased, and the cost of growing the cane and of
manufacturing it into sugar materially reduced.
Small sugar-houses are fast disappearing-yea, almost oblit-
erated-and enormous factories with every modern labor and
fuel saving apparatus are to be found in every section. Many
factories havp. already introduced petroleum oil from Beau-
mont as fuel in place of coal, and all will follow the ensuing
season. The output of sugar pel' acre and per ton has been
greatly increased. New lands are being opened and old plan-
tations better drained and cultivated.
In fact, "expansion" in the cultivation of sugar-cane in the
South and of the sugar-beet in the West, and sugar factories in
the "expansion," is the only kind favored by the sugar planters
of the South. Thousands of acre'S of land well adapted to the
growth of sugar-cane are available in Louisiana, Texas and
othel' Southern States. Capital alone is wanted to develop
them and build the necessary factories, and this will come if
our national legislature will give us permanent tariff laws pro-
tecting sugar.
This old world is what we make it-
You and I;
"faint the world's fault if things often
Go awry.
If we want it better
",Ve must try
To dispel the clouds of doubt,
Put the pessimists to rout;
Then our hopes will come about,
By and by. -Anon.
----:0:----
CRUDE OIL FOR FUEL.
A correspondent of the Louisiana Sugar Planter has the fol-
lowing relative to crude oil as fuel:
A few remarks on the general details of the problem may
-interest some and be of use to others, especially those who
have not yet made the change, but are expecting to do so for
the coming campaign. To begin with, it may be said that the
oil is atomized into a fine spray (the finer the better) because
the oil cannot be successfully and perfectly burned on a large
scale in any other manner, and that steam is the vehicle
used for this principally because it is by far the cheapest
method and accomplishes the work when properly handled, in
a manner which appears to admit of little improvement. All
tell him what treatment the soil requires to make that plant
food available. So many ot11(>r things, such as the physical
condition of the soil and subsoil, its ability to retain moisture
,or perhaps the reverse, have to be taken into consideration that
(exc(>pt to the scientist) a soil analysis is just as likely as not to
prove misleading in dealing with the manures such a soil re·
quires. The only guide is experience. Find out what others
have done under similar conditions, and prove by (>xperiment
whether the treatment beneficial in their case is equally so in
yoms.-Ex.
----:0:----
The cork forests of Spain covel' about 650,000 acres of land.
Gerona is the chief cork province. Oatalona produces the best
bark, compact and firm; while Andalusia trees grow much
quickel', but the bark is inferim'. Oork trees shed their bark
periodically if left to themselves, but the bark is much better
. if removed by hand, and this can be done without injuring the
trees. Tl'ees are not, 01' should not, be stripped until twenty-
five or thirty years old, and the peeling then goes on every
eight 01' ten years. The trees Ii ve to be 150 years old 01' more.
Spain exports over 1,000,000,000 corks and over 1,000 tons of
corkwood in bales, each weighing 160 pounds.
----:0:----
BY .4.ND BY.
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of the oil burners on the market, and their name is "oceans,"
are designed with a view toward securing the best· or finest
atomization of the oil possible, so that each atom will receive'
its propel' quota of oxyg~n while in suspension, and this is.
:secured in substantially. the same manner in all forms of
burners. These bmners, however, have a wide.ly varying.
:steam consumption for a given degree of atomization.
The best results are obtained from those in which the oil
tube is surrounded for 'the greatest length, by the steam whkh.
is used by it, and in which the oil and steam travel farthest
together, after combining, before issuing from the nozzle as a.
spray. '1'0 secure good results the steam used at the burner
should be as drJ' as possible, (this is very,important) first
selecting a location in steam system where as dry steam as.
possible can be had and this preferably from the boilers sup-
plying the burners, with such branch connection to other'
source of steam supply as will enable the bmners to be opel'-
ated in raising steam on their own boilel's when they happen
to be cut out, covering the pipe leading to the burners, and
even going so far as to introduce a superbeating coil into a
cooler portion of tbe furnace or tbe stack, putting in a by pass,
so as to be able to cut tbis coil out, in case this became neces-
sary or desirable.
Tbe steam supply to the burners sbould be of greatly amp1e
capacity, as increased volume in the pipe in proportion to
radiating surface is a favorable feature and tbe pressure and
temperature of steam are tbus held big-her.
The valves whicb control the supply of oil and steam to the
burners should have rigid discs to avoid the vibration and
consequent variations in supply which would be produced by
loose discs. Burners in which the oil supply in automatically
regulated or even partially so by nriations in the steam prelS-
sure will be found to give the best results both as to ease
of management and use of oil.
The most prominent mechanical characteristic common to
nearly all oil burners is a central oil tube surrounded by 2-
steam space between this tube and an outer shell. This would
work the reverse as well if it was not for the difficulty of mak-
ing an annular slit of sufficiently small diameter to discharge
so fine a stream of oil, and the extreme liability of so small
a slit stopping up.
The Insurance people have placed restrirtions on the most
desirable method of feeding oil to the burners. which is by
gravity, from a stand pipe whose height and not diameter
would be the controller of the pressure. an uniform oil pres-
sure is a very important thing and no pump acting diredl.v
could produce so perfectly uniform pressure as could be ]lad
from an open top stand pipe which, although fed by a pump
would not transmit the pulsations of the pumps to tbe
burners.
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The pumping system consists in pumping the oil into closed
:pipes attached to the burners, the pumps holding a fairly
uniform pressure in the system of pipes by being controlled
in speed by governors actuated by the pressure on the dis-
charge side of pumps, a rise of pressure cutting down the
.speed and. a fall of pressure accelerating same. In additiou
to this pumps are usually supplied with a relief valve set at a
:fixed maximum pressure whose office it is to discharge any
.surplus, should the regular governor fail to control the pres-
sure of oil properly. This surplus should be conducted back
to the supply tank and not to the suction pipe of the pump
as any considerable circulation of the oil will form gases by
the churning action of the pumps and this would cause a
spasmodic ejection of oil and gas at the burners.
In regard to the safety of operating oil burners, notwith-
'standing numerous minor accidents have happened, there need
be no fear on this score unless oil is allowed to escape into
the furnace without being consumed as introduced or gas has
been generated by the churning of the pump circulating the
same oil several times through the pump. Where the relief
valve discharges into the suction, a very great improvement
in results is had by heating the oil before burning. For if oil
passes through the burner cold, it becomes necessary for its
temperature to rise over a great range almost instantly. To
burn properly, a rise in the initial temperature to say 180
0
Fah. will be of great assistance. In order to secure the best
results the oil should be heated at or very near the burners~
An efficient heater for this purpose may be made as follows:
Take a piece of four-inch pipe leading across the furnace (if
not too long; if over eight or ten feet at most, make two
heaters), cap one end, at the other end place a 4-inch by 4-inch
by l-inch T, the 1-inch side serving as a feed inlet. Put a close
4-inch nipple in other end of the T and on the end of this
nipple place a 4-inch by 2-inch reducer, tapped from the inside
for 2-inch pipe. Through this reducer from the inside, befol't:
putting it on, screw a piece of 2-inch pipe having a long
thread. This pipe should be about 6 inches shorter than the
4-inch pipe, which when fitted up surrounds it. Cap the inside
end of the 2-inch pipe. We thus have a 2-inch pipe for steam,
inside of a 4-inch pipe, into which latter the oil is pumped.
This pipe is tapped at suitable intervals with half-inch gas
pipe to supply oil to the burners. Oil pipe holes for burners
should be tapped on tIle top side in order to get the hottest
oil. The l-inch side of the feeding T should be turned down-
ward so as to feed oil at the bottom. The long 2-inch thread
projecting through the reducer, can have a 2-inch by l-inch
by t-inch T placed at end, the 1-inch end serving as a steam
inlet, and the 1-inch side of the T serving as the outlet or
drain for the heater, which should have its condensation
trapped away. The objection to having the inner pipe project
through oil pipe at both ends is the difficulty of keeping joints
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tight, because of unequal expansion of the two pipes. A
heater of this class should be slightly depressed at th..: steam
end to secure a fall for the condensation toward the outlet
for the water. An 8-foot piece of such heater will be abun·
dant for heating the oil for two 150 H. P. boilers. The heat-
ing of the oil is of sufficient importance to justify I.he m08t
painstaking care to secure it. The heating systems offered
attached to the pumps, while pleasing to the eye, by "Cflst.n
of their neat appearance, are a very expensive and a pr0.t-'0r-
tionately inefficient heater, for the reason that they are de·
signed to heat the oil by the exhaust steam of the pump, and
the fact is that the exhaust resulting from so light a dnt,v
is cal)able of nccomplishing very little in the wa;r of oil heat-
ing, and such heating as is effected, even if supplemented by
. live steam, is mostly lost in its circuit to the burners b;r
flowing slowly through so much pipe.
In regard to the number of burners for a given horsepowee,.
while many burners will do 150-horsepower, or over, it will be
found to give more economic results as to fuel consumption,
by using two or even three burners for such power, as a mueh
better atomization of oil is secured by working each burner
with a minimum quantity of oil.
-While there are many pumps offered as especially adapted
to the service, it is safe to say that any pump which is safe-
to use for any other liquid is safe to use for this service.
So far as furnace arrangements are concerned there is a
great variety of details connected with the various installa-
tions. The following as applied to an ordinary return tubular
boiler has given results which appeared to leave nothing to be
desired. For a 60" boiler place two burners usually in the
center of the ordinary doors and half way from the boiler to
the grates. Let the inner ends be flush with the inside of the
front wall.
Cover all grate surface with l" asbestos board, except the
equivalent of about G4 square inches to each burner, and im-
mediately under same. On top of this place a full layer of fiL'e
brick on the flat. Do not lay them too close, but allow a little
for expansion. Plaster this over with fire clay. At a point
about 36 inches from the point of the burner, lay a cascade
wall one brick length in thickness. Set these on edge. Leave
half-inch spaces. Run this wall up to within as near four
inches of the boilers as the courses will make. Leave more
rather than under four inches. Follow the circle of the bailee
as nearly as convenient and set the brick up in a little fire
clay to steady them. In case the bridge wall is as much as
twelve inches from the boiler, lay one course on edge around
this. Keep the pit behind the bridge wall empty. Atop all
holes in the furnace walls and breeching. Put bric'k fil1in~ in
the fire doors. leaving a loose brick near burner for lig-hting
and observing the fire. Leave ash pit doors in place. Direct
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the nozzles of the burners slightlJ' downward so that they
will strike the cascade wall about one-third of the way from
the bottom.
The cascade wall serves very important purposes; first for
storage of heat and then radiating it or giving it out and thus
perfecting combustion which might not otherwise be com·
plete, as any unconsumed gases could scarcely get through
the small spaces in the highly heated bricks of the cascade
wall without being burned.
As to the noise of oil burners, it is impossible for steam
to escape into the open ail' without the characteristic hissing
sound that is augmented or rather changed into a roaring
-sound caused by the slow vibrations of the air inclosed within
the furnace walls. In degree it varies in different burners
from a little less than a volcano to a great deal less, and ~s
capable in all eases of being greatly reduced or rather con-
fined within the furnace, and in some cases of being almo;;t
obliterated by eal'eful attention to certain details of furnace
arrangement, which consist mainly in receiving air at some
-other point than through the front of the furnace, usually
through the ashpit and grate bars supplying ail' immediately
under the burners. The entire obliteration of the noise is un-
-desirable with all machinery and especially so with oil burn-
'ers, as the legitimate noise of any machine is the most useful
means an attendant has of reading its behavior.
I have been told by a close-observing sugar planter who is
also his own engineer, and an efficient one at that, that his oil
consumption for last season at full house capacity work was
32 bbls. to 280 tons of cane, or 1344 gals., equal to 4.8 gals.
per ton of cane, or at 60 cents per barrel or 1.42 cents per gal·
lon, equal to 6.8 cents pel' ton of cane. This was in a well-
managed double effeet honse with good bagasse burners. A
half gallon of oil pel' horsepower, pel' hour, may be taken as
a safe basis for ealculation. This is for the horsepower of
boilers used for coal. A gallon of oil recently carefully weigh-
-cd showed a weight of 7,152 ounces.
At the general session of the Railroad Commission held
recently at Baton Range, the following tariff of rates on fuel
-oil transportation in Louisiana was adopted: Fuel oil in tank
cars, 40 miles and less, () cents perIOD; 60 miles and over 40
miles, 7 cents per 100; 80 miles and over 60 miles, 7~· cents
per 100; 100 miles and over 80 miles, 8 cents per 100; 125
miles and over 100 miles, 8~ cents per 100; 150 miles and over
125 miles, !) cents pel' 100; 175 miles and over 150 miles, !)~
cents per 100; 200 miles and over 175 miles, 10 cents per 100;
225 miles and over 200 miles, 10! cents per 100; over 225 miles,
12 cents per 100.-K. O. Sugar Planter.
----:0:----
There are now in Grpat Britain D31 municipalities owning
water WOI'];:R, !l!) owning the street railroads (01' "tramwayl'l,"
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as they are called there), 240 owning the gas works, and 181
supplying electricity. Municipalities were not allowed to work
the tramways until 1896. It is estimated that half of the gas
users in England use municipal gas. In a number of places-
Liverpool among them-the lllunicipalities supply electricity
for lighting and power, while the gas supply is still in the
hands of private corporations. In the case of Liverpool, the
gas company is quite willing to sell to the municipality, but
the latter will not buy; first, because under the charter of the
gas company the municipality would be compelled to pay a
perpetual dividend of 10 per cent to the stockholders, and, sec-
ond, because it is believed that in the near future electricity
will practieally supercede gas as an illuminant.
----:0::----
ROOT DISEASE OF' SUGAR OANE.
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Canes attacked by the common root disease of the sugar
cane in the West Indies are familiar to the planters. Such
diseased stools are distinguished by the fact that instead of
forming cane the shoots continually bud from below giving
rise to a dense tuft of dwarfed canes. Such canes on examina-
tion are seen to be covered at the base with a white, musty
smelling, fungus growth which causes the lower leaves to
adhere firmly to the stem of the cane. This fungus growth
belongs to a common toadstool--,.-a species of Marasmius-
which may be seen in large numbers on the base of the shoots
in wet weather.· The fungus attacks the cane in Java as well
as in the West Indies.
In consequence of the economic importance of this root-
disease attempts have been made to find a direct remedy for
this disease, that is to say, to find some·means of arresting the
disease when it has once shown itself. An experiment was
made on October 17, 1901, in which four plots of 100 holes
each of first crop canes attacked by the disease were treated
as follows:
(1.) Canes stripped, sprayed at the base with Bordeaux
mixture and then moulded up.
(2.) Canes stripped, sprayed at the base with Bordeaux
mixture, limed at the rate of one quart of air-slacked lime
per stool and then moulded up. .
(3.) Canes stripped, limed as in (2) and then moulded up.
(4.) Control plot-untreated. This was a better plot than
any of the above.
The canes were cut and weighed on February 27, 1902. and
the following results were obtained:
Plot. Wt. of Sound Canes. Wt. of Rotten Canes. Total.
(1) 10ll2 72 1164
(2) . . . 1106 20 1126
(3) 1411 34 1445
(4) (Control) 21~12 G5 2197
----:0:----
MOTH BORER IN SUGflR OANE.
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Throughout the 'Vest Indian islands the sugar cane crop
is now being reaped and the young canes have attained a cer-
tain height. This is the best season for fighting the moth
borer by cutting out deadhearts and collecting the eggs. The
work now done, in this way. will produce the greatest result
for the least expenditure of time and effort. In Barbadpes
there appears to be no lack of moth borer this season and it
is to be hoped another year will not be allowed to go by
without a more determined effort being made in all sugar
growing Colonies in the ,Vest Indies to combat this pe:-lt
wherever present. The insect and the remedies recommended
for it have been fully discussed and full information may be
found in the West Indian Bulletin. (Vol. I. pp. 338·345 and
Vol. II. pp. 41-43.)
Egg ·collecting is the simplest and cheapest remedy and
careful work in this direction would prevent the later OCCllI'-
rence of deadhearts, since it destroys the pest before it can do
harm. In a dry season such as the present, planters hesitate
to cut out many shoots in the young canes but there need be
no hesitation in rutting" off the eggs OIl the leaves. Haying"
got the eggs they should be spread out in the sun near the
The result shows that the treatment is not likely to be of
any practicable use. The figures are of interest however, ,lS
showing that in the whole plot of one-third of an acre the
tonnage of canes was at the rate of only eight tons per acre.
The importance of the disease is evident. The indirect
methods applicable to the disease are based on the idea of
starving the fungus by depriving it of suitable food. Fields
attacked by the disease should be first of all isolated by a
trench from the rest of the estate so as to prevent the fungus
spreading under ground. After reaping, the stumps should
be dug up and burnt along with the trash remaining on the
field. After thoroughly plowing up the, field, some rotation
crop should be planted after which the field could be again
placed under canes.
In connection with these indirect methods of dealing with
the disease an examination of sweet potatoes from a cane
field attacked by the root-disease of the sugar-cane is of in-
terest. It was noted by one of the planters that where a hole
of sweet potatoes occurred near an old cane stump, the po-
tatoes became covered with a white fungus growth. Examina-
tion of these specimens showed that the fungus on the pota-
toes is probably the same as that which attacks the can~.
Evidently, therefore, when a diseased field is thrown out of
cane cultivation the old stumps should be carefully dug up
and burnt before the planting of any rotation crop.-Barba-
does Ag. News.
----:0:----
STORAGE OF FUEL OIL.
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young canes so that the parasites (those friends of the sugar
planter) may escape and find their way back to the canes. At
this time of the year there are few parasites in the eggs. In
a batch of five hundred egg clusters recently collected on an
estate in Barbadoes, only one per cent. showed parasite at-
tacks; .but as the season advances and the parasites have less
difficulty in finding an abundance of 'eggs on the young canes,
this proportion will grow much larger.
The planter can do much to encourage the increase of the
parasites, so that by the time the canes are getting too tall
to be searched for eggs the parasites become numerous enough
to do very effective work in checking such moth borers as may
still be found in the canes. The time for this work is neces-
sarily short but the opportunity should not be allowed to pa~B
this year.·
Now that the importation of crude- petroleum is being made,
and likely to increase, the question of where and how to store
it, where it ·will be safe and still available for the regular sup-
ply of such factol'ies as use it, will be an important one. not
alone for the use of the mill or boiling house on plantations,
hut on the city front, or such localities as may be assignf'd for
this purpose. The New Orleans Democrat contains an ar ticIe
on this subject. written by a gentleman, a chemist by profes-
sion. whose suggestions are well worth consideration:
"Since the development of the Texas oil fields a great num-
ber of indushial establishments have adopted petroleum for
their steam boilers, and the demand fOl' that kind of fuel is
constantly increasing'. Its advantages over coal consists in its
economy, its convenience and its greater efficiency, weight for
weight, as compared with coal.
"'fllis advantage is to a certain extent offset by the eost of
storing oil, whereas coal can be dumped anw;yhere without
serious loss or deterioration.
"Reservoirs 01' tanks of suitable dimensions are employed,
some of them having the enormous capacity of 50,000 bnrrels.
"These vast accumulations of inflammable material will de-
velop fearful energy when ignited, as the contlagration now
I·aging· at the JenlJings oil well 30 fearfully demonstrates.
"\Vhether petroleum possesses the property of attl'acting
lightning or not has not been definitely ascertained. but. it is
a well known faet that petroleum tanks have fl'equently been
stl'uck by lightning and their contents destroyed by fire.
"A eovE'red tank eOlllpletely filled with fnel oil will not he
ignited hy a flash of lightning; its metallic covering would
reeeive the current and hy reason of its great surface and
volllllle it would diffuse the current and rendel' it harmless.
"The volatile ingredients of crude petroleum from their ten-
dency to assume the gaseous form when the oil is confined in
reservoirs partly filled constitute a serious source of danger
and this tendency increases in direct ratio to the degree of
temperature prevailing.
"\Vhen a certain proportion of petroleum vapor is in com-
bination with air it forms an explosive mixture. Familiar in-
stances of this phenomenon might be given in the gas and
naptha engine~ also in a partly emptied barrel of alcohol or
whiskey, or a can with a little benzine in it-the latter will ex-
plode when a light is applied to the bunghole or spout.
","Vhen the container is completely filled there can be no ex-
plosion. The liquids would burn quietly at the opening only.
'When petroleum is drawn from a covered oil tank air comes in
to take its place, and herein lies the danger. Let us imagine,
for instance, the case of a tank of great capacity, say 50,000
barrels, being half filled with fuel oil, and exposed to a pro-
longed spell of hot weather. Eventually enough of the volatile
portion of the oil would be liberated to produce an explosive
mixture with the contained air. The explosion of so hnge a
volume of combustible gases would be attended with app;tlling
and destructive energy, followed by great loss of life and prop-
erty.
"Sueh a eontillgellcy can be avoided by supplying the space
caused by the withdrawal of the covered tank by water instead
of air as has hitherto been the rule. This can be done at iittle
cost, for the supply of water is universally distributed, and it
cosh; little or nothing. A. small pump automaticallJ regulated
or the water from the hydrant would SErve to keep the tank
constantly and completely filled. The oil used would, of
course, be drawn through a pipe from the top of the tank.
vVhen all the oil in the tank is ,vithdrawn the water which re-
placed it can be run off and no trace of petroleum vapor will
remain in the tank.
"Similar methods could be applied to the handling of oil
cargoes on seagoing vessels with manifest advantage.
"Such a measure of safety should commend itself to everyone
directly interested and to the public. vVould it not come with-
in the pro"'ince of the city government to pass an ordinance
compelling the owners of oil tanks within the city limits to use
some such means as the above described for the protection of
the lives and property of citizens '?
"The conflagration now raging at one of the Jennings oil
wells may be quoted as an evids!nce of the static energy of
burning petroleum. Its dynamic force when ignited in the
gaseous forlll in such volumes as the great reservoirs contain
would dwarf the Jennings' blaze into insignificance.
"Trusting that the danger which threatens from the source
above mentioned may be averted by conservative means."
-Suo PI. .lOlit. ALEX K. FINLAY.
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Sorr,.-The best soil for pineapples is a rich well-drained
loam, they cannot be grown profitably on any other. The color
of the soil does not matter, but there must be at least fifteen
inches of good sweet top soil on the land in which the pines are
to be grown.
DRAlNAGE.-The top soil must be thoroughly plowed and
broken up. If below thif', the soil is the least bit h~avy,
trenches to the depth of two feet must be dug to thoroughly
drain it. If the lower layers of soil are clay, trenches three
feet deep must be dug. If the level is so low that water lies at
. or neal' the surface, raised beds three feet high should be made
on which to plant the suckers. This plan has been very suc-
cessful neal' Hope Bay. PineapIJles must have the best drain-
age possible 01' they will get all sorts of "disease."
PREPAHATION OF SOIL.-Next to drainage in importance is
the thorough forking and breaking up of the soil. 'fhere is an
old Creole proverb that a pineapple sucker "planted with one
chop bears in one year, with two chops in two years, and SO
. on." The origin of it. in my opinion is that when planting in
new rich soft land, when a hole big enough to receive the
sucker was easily made with one chop of hoe 01' digger, the
pine sucker invariably produced a fruit within the year. 'Vhen
planting in old hard land where it was necessary to make two
or three chops in order to make a hole big enough to receive
the suckeI'~ the sucker for want of cultivation or soil naturally
soft, took two years to fruit. 'fhis explains how necessary it is
to cultivate the land thoroughly.
Sm,EcTION or.' SUCKEIts.-Plant nothing but good, strong,
fresh, stout young suckers; the IH'oper size is from twelve to
fifteen inches. Anything bigger or smaller is a mistake. Thin
weedy shade-grown suckers al'e deal' at a gift. Overgrown
plants are not suckers, and should only be used to grow suck-
ers from. ]n purchasing suckers, see that they are pointed just
as they are torn away from the parent plant; for old long suck-
ers can readily be trimmed down to look as short as young
'Suckers.
PLAN'rl"G Suclmns.-As soon as the sucker is taken off the
old plant, it should be planted. If it is a fresh healthy one, it
wants nothing at all done to it. If it is not a good h~althy
one, burn it. If you plant a pOOl' sucker it will be a trouble all
the days of its life. Never let suckers lie about in heaps; never
let them get wet.
Have your land properly prepared and when the sucker's are
taken off, plant them as quickly as possible. The land should
be so soft that the SlIckers can be pushed down to the proper
depth without having to use anything to make a hole with.
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OULTIYA'l.'lON OF PINEA.PPLES.
By "V~ Cradwick, Travelling Instructor.
Aug. 1902.]
Plant the suckers.in beds not wider than can be weeded from
the sides without having to step on them. Pineapples must
have soft soil. and if the beds are walked on every time they
are weeded, they soon get hard and stop the roots growing.
CUL'l'IVA'I'ION.-Never allow the weeds to grow. Stir the soil
often, using a dutch or push hoe, this is much better than the
draw hoe which is very liable to bI'uise and shake the suckers
when trying to dig out weeds which grow close to them.
DIS'I'Al\'CE.-Different varieties can be planted at different
distances: the Ripleys and Bullheads eighteen inches; Smooth
Cayennes two fep.t to two feet six inches.
REPLAl\'TIN"G.-Replant every year, never trust to ratoons. It
is only by replanting every. year that the quality of the fruit
can be kept up, and the fruit made to come in at the right time.
Ratoons will nearly all come in at the time of year when pines
are not wanted. Pineapples are worth very little after the
May rains begin, and everybody should make experiments in
planting so as to find out the right time to plant to make their
fruit come in at the right time, that is from Christmas up to
)fay. The time will be different in different places.-Jamaica
Bull. .
----:0:'----
No better illustration ('an be shown of the splendid improve-
ment of the agricultural reSOUl'ees of a tropical country than
that of Mexico. It is a valuable object lesson to our people of
Porto Rico. ,Vhat would appeal' to be the prime causes of this
phenomenal agricultural success are the guarantees of assured
progress and stability by Mexico. The industrial activity of
this country has awakened enthusiasm among the Nations.
Imbued confidence has been shown by the citizens of this Re-
public to embark in new enterprises and in every way to assist
in maying pa;ving operations of the investment of capital by
outside parties. Cotton plantations of wonderful fertility are
to be found near 'l'orreon, ~Iexico, in the growth of which some
of the most prominent financiers and business men of the
United States are interested. :!IIanufacturing concerns have
been established, involving the expenditure of millions of dol-
lars. Xow that an era of unrestricted business activity has
been openrd up to Porto Hico, and with the strong moral sup-
port and financial backing of the United States-the greatest
ComllH'reial Xation of modern times-no stone should be left
untul'ned on the island to welcome the capitalist and settler
to our slImes, and to extend to all the lwnd of fellowship. Let
us pull together, and do for Porto Rico what OUl' neighbor
Mexit,o has aeeomplislwd by benevolent assimilation.-Ex.
----:0:----
And now it is reported that it successful cotton-picking ma-
chine has been perfected. If true, it means tbat the labor and
eonsequently the expense of making a crop of cotton will be
greatly decreased. It remains to be seen wbether tbe price of
'fill
, \
I
~
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CANE LOA.DER TRIA.£.
The statement in our July number (p. 307) regarding the
yiE'ld of sugar per acrE' on the Ewa plantation, containE'd an
important el'ror. Instead of 12.2 tons per acre, it should have
['ead: "The amount of sugar per acre was 15.02 tons per acre.
The average polarization was 97.02."
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cotton will continue to rule as high as in the past and thus put
the additional profit into the grower's bank account, or wheth-
er, as is usually the case, the pl'ke of cotton will go down in
proportion to the saving made, thus benefitting the consumei'
only. Much depends upon the cotton growers themselves.
Aug. 1902.]
Cane loading trials were to be conducted at the Sugar Ex·
periment Station recently. unfol'tum1tely, owing to a mishap
to the engine on the Wright cane loader, that machine wa:s not
exhibited, thereby causing much di8appointment. The How-
ard cane loader, however, was on hand and gaTe interesting
demonstrations of its ability to do the work it is calculated to
perform.
T. J. Howard, of St. Gabriel, La., was on hand and operated
his machine so deftly as to leave little doubt that it can do
what he claims, that is, load 200 tons cane in 10 hours. The
maximum load lifter, sorghum being experimented on, was
6:38 pounds,and ,vas picked up from the ground where it was
placed across the rows when cut, and placed in the cart in 1i
minutes of adual time. That load was picked up with one
CANE CUTTING MACHINES.-It is very satisfactory to note
that an ever-increasing number of people are trying to solve
the question of cutting cane by machinery and one can hardly
read his papers for a week without coming across some men-
tion, crude enough it is true, of a new effort to solve this great
difficulty. More especially do we feel gratified to note that the
idea of a reaping machine is graduall.y losing gl'ound, and that
there is an increasing number of believers in the adaptation
of the sheep shearing principle to the cutting of cane. This
probably results from the incl'eased knowledge of cane grow-
ing conditions which would-be inventors are acquiring. If a
machine is to be tested at cutting cane, it must do so in the I.
field, where there is a fairly heavy crop, grown and cultivated
under ordinary conditions. That the solution is possible we
are perfectly satisfied. So long' as too much it not attempted
at one time a cane cutting machine or tool is quite fe:lsible.
That it will be greatly valued goes without saying. We have
wanted it and begged for it for years, and the cane sugar in-
dustry all over the world is handicapped, as against beet sugar,
by the want of a cheap method to harvest the raw material.-
Ex.
----:0:----
CUTTING- AND S'l'RIPPING- C.ANE BY MilCHINERY.
At the next meeting of the Louisiana Planters' Association,
to be held on the second Thursday in October, 1902, the subject
of "Cutting and Stripping Cane by Machinery" will be dis-
cussed ~nd it iR desired to secure for exhibition at this meeting
fork; as much as 800 pounds has previously been lifted with
one fork The body of the machine is six feet wide and is
mounted on four iron wheels with axles six feet in width.
From the body of the loader are foul' extending beams, each
reaching 10 feet from the center of the loader, two to the front
and two to the rear on either side of the body of the machine.
The front beam on each side has resting on it an upright
stand, from which extends a boom twelve feet long; these
booms may be let out to fifteen feet. At the end of the booms,
which swing about as desired, are racks 01' forks, in which the
cane is drawn and held till dumped in carts. 'When a load is
about to be lifted, foul' hanging legs are set beneath the beams
to support them.
The machine straddles the row from where cane has been
cut, the cane being cut and laid as ordinarily. Before the cane
is cut a rope about seventy-five feet long is laid between the
rows over which the cane is laid. As the loader advances to do
its work. a short chain is fastened to the end of rope and
drawn under and around the quantity of cane desired to be
lifted. Then the chain is fastened to the lug or arm of boom,
which draws the cane in rack 01' fork, hooking it there. Two
mules work to the real' of the loadt:r and draw on separate
ropes which lift up the booms to the desired height, when they
are swung around over wagon and load tripped therein.
..\ feature of the loader worthy of attention is that when the
loader has to pass through a gate, or dose to standing cane,
the arms, or beams. extending to side, may be folded so that
the entire width of machine is but six feet. Again, when start-
ing down the row, to pick up cane, the cross bar of the wagon
tongue may be fastened so that it will not allow of the loader
being dmwn in other than a perfectly straight line, thus obvi-
ating any wobbling in the rows. 'l'he appliance is made almost
entirely of iron weighing about 2,000 pounds, and may be
operated by two men and three boys, the boys going in front
and passing chains around cane and to the two men, who each
hook and trip the load at two racks; the third boy drive8 the
mules that hoist up the loads.
'rhere werE' probably about 100 visiting planters who attend-
ed the test, many of whom expressed themselves in no limited
terms of praise for the Howard loader. After the test, Dr.
Stubbs escortl'd the party about the Station and explained the
various experiments being carried on there.-Sugar Planters'
Journal.
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FOnES'l'S AND WA.TPJR-SUPPLY.
I
I
~
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descriptious and drawings of devices for accomplishing this
work from all over the world. I now write to ask if you will
be good enough to announce this in your journal and extend in
the name of this Association a cordial invitation to everyone
no matter where located who has been working on a device of
this (~haracter. to send to us a deseription and if possible a.
drawing of it, same to be addressed to the undersigned and to
reach us not later than Oct. 1st. If you will be good enough
to oblige us ill this !'espect it will be highly appreciated.
Yours truly,
REGINALD DYKERS,
Secretary Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association, New Orleans,
La., e. S. A. .
P. S.-You might also mention that there is a standing re-
ward of $2,000 offered by our Association for a successful
machine of this character.
Everybody has heard of the monks of La Trappe, or Trap-
pists, an order whose vows inelude a life of silence coupled
with eight hours' hard work daily. The monastery was found-
ed in 11:10 by Hotrou II., Count c,f Perche, after losing his wife
and his brother ,oymiam in th(~ wreck of "La Blanche nef."
The fort~sts with which it was E'ndowed were kept tm the Rev-
olution, when they were confiscated to the State. cnder which
of the "rights of man" this course was justified it boots Dot to
enquire.
'''hether the Trappists lmd been abusing their forests is not
distinctly explained, but it appears that they had certainly
been cutting" the coppice portion (the greater part) too young,
for at the Reformation of 1665 an edict went out against them.
This no doubt emanated from the great Colbert. and ran thus:
"The religious community. the abbot, prior and convent of
Notre Dame de la Trappe, &c., ar~ hereby forbidden to cut any
of the woods attached to the said abbe;y before the age of tif-
teen 3'<.'ars, seeing the poverty of the soil. They shall regulate
their coupes into fifteen equal fellings, and they shall leave
standing at each felling the number of standards requirp.d by
law; they shall allow one-third of th8ir forest area to grow as
high forest on the best soil in proximity to the Abbey itself."
'I.'his was dul;y observed till 1700, when the Abbe de Rance
died, after ruling the monastery wisely and weIl for thirty-
seven years. After his death the 'rrappists thought they would
launeh out into great ironworks, and 1he forests had to pay for
the disastl'ons experiment. An old book "The Life of Dom
Piene, thf' Dwarf, cleric and former Elub-prior of the Abbey of
la Trappe," 1715, states the matter with due appreciation:-
.'Iron ores have ever been plenty about the Abbey of la Trappe,
and many times had the holy father, the late Abbe, been sup-
plicated that he would allow it to be dug out by private per-
'Sons who desired to establish ironworks. The abbey might ex-
pect much profit and no expense. Never would Dam Bauthi!-
. Her de Rance ~rield, for he foresaw beneath the promise of large
profitR the certain ruin of the revenues of his house, coupled
with spiritual demoralization and the relaxation of all the
'Orderly life which he had been at so much pains to institute.
"But hardlv was this holv man laid to his rest than Dom
.Jacques de lit Cour, the np~T Abbe, lent a willing ear to the
proposalR of certain monks whose vows of solitude, &c.,
'weighpd too heavy on their impetuolls natures. He took up a
eontl'act to run the it'on wOJ'ks of la 'frappe for thirteen years,
and agreed to pay 2,800 livres for every year. Their destruction
l'an loose in the forests. Nobody knows how wastefully the
fmnaces swallowed up wood that might have been simply sold
to far better l'ffect. 'fhe sprinp;s soon dried up and the ponds
(they had always depended on a series of ponds for water-
powf~r) her-arne unable to supply more than six weeks' water
for the Yf'ar. The fires had to p;o out. 'fhe cost of relighting
them at intervals was prohihitive. 'rhus fell to the ground all
the ambitious hopes of the new Ahbe. La Trappe became des-
perately indebted, much of its property had to be sold, and the
monks were often in absolute want of the necessaries of life."
nom Jacques de la Cour became naturally Don Jacques de la
Bacque. and the ironworks, the monastery, and the forest were
involved in a common ruin.. So far as the forests are con-
cerned, the State is now working them under a plan of 1894,
in three series; a high forest under sixty year's' provisional
l)lan, and two coppices witb standaros.
Such is a story that was printed two hundred years ago, long
before forest otlicers and their opponents began to seek for
proofs of anotllPr disputed matter.-'rropical Ag.
----:0::----
Y9r,CAXJC DUS'l'.-It is evident from the numerous chemical
analyses that have now been made of the volcanic: dust that
fell at Barbados, that it was of little or no manurial value.
Profe:,;sor Harrison in commenting on the figures published.
adds: "these conclusively show that the volcanic dust was
'luite valuelpss as a mam;re-the value of the soluble constitu-
ents heing about three cents." Owing to the copious rains
that fell immediatel~' after the dnst, causing a suddcm bmstinp;
of leaf .llld flower on plants that had previouslJ' been pm'dwd
hy dr'onght, a popular' idea has arisen that the dust was, more
01' less, of a fertilizinp; character. Jt is believed, probably on
good grounds, that it was useful in destroying the small black
ants common at Barbados, and in drying up the egg-clusttC'rs of
the moth-boI''''l' then on the leavps of tbe sugar-caIw.-Ex.
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HONOJ.JULU I3TOOKAND BOND EXCHANGE, SEPT.. 18, 1902.
" .. r,
S'l'OC.~ I C"pitlll Shares CapitlLI Par IL'LstAuth~rized Issued Paid up Value Sale
MEROANTILE $'iJ::-C. Brewer & Co ............. $ 1,000,000 10,000 $1,000,000N. S. Sachs' Dry G'ds Co. Vd. 60,000 600 .......... 100!1()O
L. B. Kerr &.Co., Ltd ....... 200,000 4,000 .. , ....... 50
SUGAR
Ewa Plantation Company ... 5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 17?1f
Hawaiian Agricultural 00 ... 1,000,00lJ 10,00l) '1,000,000 lOO 270
Hawaiian Com'l & Sugar Co. 10,000,000 100,000 2,312,750 100133?1fHawaiian Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 ~O
Honomu Sugar Company ... . 750,000 . 7,500 750,000 1°°1130Honokaa Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 11
Haiku Sugar Company...... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100'100
Kahuku Plantation Oompany 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 23)4
Kihei Plant. Co. Ltd., . . ... 2,500,000 50,000 2,500,000 50 10
Kipahulu Sugar Company... 160,000 1,600 160,000 100 . - - - ,.
Koloa Sugar Company ...... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 164
McBryde Sug. Co. Ltd....... 3,500,000 175,000 3,500,000 20 3
Oahu Sugar 00 ............. 3,600,000 ·36,000 3,600,000 ]00 60
Onomea Sugar Co .......... 1,000,000 50,000 1,000,000 20 24Yz
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co. 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 8
Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., Assess. { 2,500,000 125,000 865,000 20 3%
O1aa Sugar Co. Ltd., Paid up 2,500,000 125,000 2,500,000 20 794
O1owalu Company ......... 150,000 1,500 150,000 100 .....
Paauhau Sug. Plantation 00. 5,000,000 100,000 5,000,000 50 12
Pacific Sugar Mill .......... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 .....
Paia Plantation Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100250
Pepeekeo Sugar Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 i~~1'60"Pioneer Mill Company...... 2,250,000 22,500 2,250,000
Waialua Agricultural 00 .... 4,500,000 45,000 4,500,000 100 35
Wailuku Sugar Company .... 700,000 7,000 700,000 100300
Waimanalo Sugar Company. 250,000 250,000 250,000 100 160
Waimea Mill Company...... 125,000 125,000 125,000 100 •• 0 ••
l\'hSOELLANEOUI3
Wilder Steamship Company 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 100
Inter-Island Steam Nav. Co .. 600,000 6,000 600,000 100 100
. Hawaiiau Electric Company. 500,000 5'0001 500,000 100 85Honolulu R. T. & Land Co ... 250,000 2,500 250,000 100 60
Mutual Telephone Company 150,000 13,900 139,000 10 10
Oahu Railway & Land Co ... 4,000,000 40,000 4,000,000 100 85
BANKS
50001First National Bank ........ 500,000 500,000 100 .....
First Am. Say. B. &Trust 00. 250,000
2:
500
1
250,000 100 '" ..
BONDS ,Alut. of Issue
Hawaiian Govt. 5 per cent ... 1 ·)1'::1 'JOO } Dee. :n'l 97;~ .,~U ,~ l~OO' ...•••••. · ....
Hilo Railroad 00., 6 per cent 1,000,000 750,00°
1
.......... ·.... 0 ••••
Hono. R. 'f. & L. Co, 6 p. c. 300,000 ........ .......... ·.... 100
Ewa Plantation 6 per cent ... 500,000 .................. · .... 101Yz
OahllRailway &L'd Co. 6 p. c. 2,000,000 ................. · .... 104Yz
Oahu Plantation 6 per cent .. 750,000' ........ .. .... .... ·.... 100
O1aa Plantation 6 per cent .. 1,250,000 . ... ·0·. .. ........ ·.... . ....
Waialua Agr. 6 per cent .. " . 1,000,000 ··0 ..... .......... ..... 100
HONOLULU AGENTS
................... . Castle & Cooke (4)
::;:::.:::::::. ::.::::.:: ::::: :::: :::: :::::l:- it ~~\~:'~ett~~::::.::::::::::::::::.:::: ::::I~~
l' 11. IIaclcfcld & Co (ll)
xx M. S. Glinbllum & Co (2)
:t~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::: ::tfL:~J~J~ go~~~:~:·:·:·:··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:-:l~~
leO AlcxlUldor & DI1ldwin (5)
;t'* F. A. Schoofer & Co.. . __ (3)
.xx* B. 1'. Dillingham & Co (2)
.x*x.... . iI. Wllterhouse & Co..... .. (3)
!x* _ C. nolte _._ .. _ (l}
ill HlIld, Rolph & Co (1)
:t
,
./
1
\
I
\
I
\
I
iI~
.,us.
Ewa
Waianae
Waialua
Kahuku
Waimanalo
Waipahu
Aiea
Heeia
Laie
Lahaina
Lahaina
Wailuku
Puunene
Paia
Hamakuapoko
Hana
Kipahulu
Kiuei
Huelo
Hamakua
Paauilo
Paauilo
Paaulio
Ookalu
~~~~~~ita
Honomu
Pepeekeo
Papaikou
Hilo
Bilo
Hilo
Pahala
Naalehu
Koh.lhl
Kohala
Kukuihaele
Honoklla
Holualoa
Olaa
Kapoho
Koha1l1
Kohala
Kohala
Kilauea
Makaweli
Kelllia
Lihue
Lihue
Koloa
Eleele
Makaweli
Waimea
Kekaha
mUlln-Err
DIRECTORY.
•• Geo. Gibb ..
x ::.. £arkhausen ..
*'x C. B. Wells ..
x' H. P. Baldwin ..
x'" D. C. Lindsay ..
x* H. A. Buldwin .
xx K. S. Gjerdrum __ .
x A. Gross ..
x* Jumes Scott ..
x** J. R. Myers _._ ..
* G. F. Renton _ .
*** Fred Meyer ..
* W. W. Goodale .
x* Andrew Adams .
** G. C. Chalmers ..
x Aug. Ahrens ..
** J. A. Low .
*x* W. W. McGowan ..
x*x S. E. Wooley ..
.* A.. Moore._ .. .e_ •••••••• __
x*x Gil;' & RolJinsml._. . __
**x G. H. Fairchild .. __ . ._
x G. N. Wileox __ .• .. .•..
x F. Wcber .....
x P. McLllUe _. __ .
*x W. Stodart .. __ _ .
x* W. A. Baldwin ..
• J. Fassoth.. _._ _._ ..
x H. B. :F,l;-e _.
*- Jus. Gibb ..
<·'x A. Lidgate . .. .. .
x J. M. Horner ..
*x E. :Madden ..
q*x W. G. Walker ..
*x C. McLennan .
** Gco. Hoss .
**x \\'111. Pullu.r .
*x H. Deacon ..
**xJ.T. Moir ..
*. J. A. Scott ..
x W. von Graevemeyer ..
'x C. C. Kennedy ..
.,'x C. M. Walton ..
*. G. C. Hewitt ..
*x JIlS. Renton .
* 1£. E. Olding .
x" D. J<'orbes .
x., Jno. Wlltt.. .
xxx .
xx* i''.ll. McStocker.. .. _..
xx* W. H. Cllmpbell. ..
x*x T. S Klly __ __ . __ .
*x R. Hull _ ..11 John Hinu ._..
11
PLANTATION
:.. lIn! r
KAUAI.
Kilauea Sugar PltmtlLtion Co .
GlLy & Robinson ..
Makee Sugltr Co ..
Grovc Farm PIlLntation .
Lihue Plantation Co ..
Koloa Sugltr Co _ ..
McBryde Sugar Co , ..
H"waiian Sugur Co .
Wuimea Sugur Mill Co .
Kekaha Sugar Co ..
HAWAII.
'Paauhuu Sugur Phmtution Co .
iHumakuu Mill Co .
Kukuiuu Pluntation .. ..
'Kukaiuu Mlll Co ..
,ookulu Sugur Co ..
'Laupahoehoe Sugar Co .
Il:!ukalau Plantation ..
;Honomu Sugar Co .
'pepeekeo Sugar Co ..
:Onomea Sugar Co ..
:lHilo Sugar Uo .
Hawaii Mill Co............. . .
jWaia~~a Mill qo........ . .
:Huwallan Agricultural Co.... . .
ffiutchinson Sugar Plantation Co .
,Union Mill Co ..
·Kohala Sugar Co .
;pucific Sugar jl,1111 .
'Honokaa Sugur Co .
Kona Sugar Uo .
Olaa Sugar Co .
PU1ll1 Sugur Co ..
'Hu!t1wa Plantation .
C. F. Hart, (Niutii) .
Hawi Mill & Pluntution '" .
Puuko ...•.•.•..........................
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OAHU.
EwaPlantation Co .
Waianae Co ..
Waialua Agricultural Co .
Kahuku 1'l"nt"tion Co ..
Waimanalo Sugar Co .
Oahu Sugar Co .
Honolulu Plantation Co ..
Heeia Agricul tural Uo. Ltd .
Laie Plantation ..
MAUl.
1010walu Co ..
iPio!'eer Mlll.Co ..
IWmluku Sugar Co .
'Huwuiian Commercial & Sugar Co ..
IPaia Plantation .
Haiku Sugur Co .
Huna Plantution ..
Kipahulu Sugar Co .
Kihei Pluntution Co .
Muui Sugar Co .
